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We say that a data structure is built on-line if, at any instant, we have the data
structure corresponding to the input we have seen up to that instant. For instance,
consider the suffix tree of a string x[1, n]. An algorithm building it on-line is such
that, when we have read the first i symbols of x[1, n], we have the suffix tree for
x[1, i]. We present a new technique, which we refer to as implicit updates, based
on which we obtain: (a) an algorithm for the on-line construction of the Lsuffix tree
of an n_n matrix Athis data structure is the two-dimensional analog of the suffix
tree of a string; (b) simple algorithms implementing primitive operations for LZ1-
type on-line lossless image compression methods. Those methods, recently intro-
duced by Storer, are generalizations of LZ1-type compression methods for strings.
For the problem in (a), we get nearly an order of magnitude improvement over
algorithms that can be derived from known techniques. For the problem in (b), we
do not get an asymptotic speed-up with respect to what can be done with known
techniques; rather we show that our algorithms are a natural support for the
primitive operations. This may lead to faster implementations of those primitive
operations. To the best of our knowledge, our technique is the first one that effec-
tively addresses problems related to the on-line construction of two-dimensional
suffix trees.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The suffix tree Tx of a string x [28, 39] is a very useful data structure
with applications ranging from string matching [4] to computational
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biology [6, 24]. For the RAM model of computation [1], we know how
to build it in O(n) time and space [7, 9, 28, 39], where n is the length of
the string x, and the existence of algorithms for its construction in quasi-
real-time has been investigated [24, 35]. For the PRAM model of com-
putation [13], we also know how to build it optimally [5, 10, 19, 32].
Ukkonen [38] has recently added to the above collection a simple and
elegant linear time algorithm for the on-line construction of the suffix tree.
The algorithm is on-line because, after i steps, it knows only the first i sym-
bols of x and it has built the suffix tree for x[1, i]. The algorithm by
Ukkonen [38] is based on a clever observation about the encoding of
information on the edges of the suffix tree. Due to its simplicity, the algo-
rithm is very useful in application areas where the string x is provided
on-line and, after each new symbol is read, we need to know the suffix tree
for the string ‘‘we have seen so far.’’ One area is given by the fast implemen-
tation of on-line lossless LZ1-type text compression methods [12, 25, 30].
A text compression method is classified as LZ1 (see [36]), if it uses the
basic ideas presented by Ziv and Lempel in their seminal work on text
compression [26, 40].
The state of the art about the construction of two-dimensional data
structures that are analogous to the suffix tree of a string is not so rich.
Those data structures find natural applications in low level image process-
ing [31], image data compression [37], and visual data bases [22]. Let A
be an n_m matrix with entries defined over a finite alphabet 7 and assume
that nm. Informally, a two-dimensional analog of the suffix tree for A is
a tree data structure storing all submatrices of A. Let’s call this data struc-
ture an index for A. It must support a wide variety of queries (see [14] for
a list), the most important of which is the following: given a pattern matrix
PAT[1 : s1 , 1 : s2], find all submatrices of A that are equal to PAT. Those
submatrices are called occurrences of PAT in A. An index can support this
kind of query in time that depends only on the size of PAT and the number
of occurrences of PAT in A.
Early results investigating the construction of index data structures for
matrices are reported in [18]. Recently, it has been shown that any index
requires 0(nm2) time to be built [14] and efficient algorithms have been
proposed both for the RAM and PRAM model of computation [8, 14, 16].
All those algorithms are a polylogarithmic factor away from optimal time
and work. Because of the lower bound stating that it is not possible to
build index data structures for an n_m matrix in time ‘‘close’’ to nm, those
data structures may not have wide applicability. Fortunately, for the
important special case in which A is an n_n matrix, much better results
are available. Indeed, the Lsuffix tree of a square matrix has been recently
proposed [15, 17]. It is an index that compactly stores all square sub-
matrices of A. An example of this data structure is provided in Fig. 1 and
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FIG. 1. The Lsuffix tree of the matrix shown at the top of the figure. Dotted lines are suf-
fix links departing from each leaf.
a formal definition is given Subsection 2.1. It can be built in O(n2 log n)
time and takes O(n2) space. Moreover, it can support many queries in
optimal time (see [15] for a list).
Both for the case in which the index represents all submatrices of the
given matrix and for the special case of the Lsuffix tree, all the algorithms
we have mentioned so far are off-line, i.e., they must know the matrix
ahead of time. We present a new technique, which we refer to as implicit
updates, that allows us to build the suffix tree of a square matrix on-line
and to implement primitive operations for LZ1-type on-line lossless image
compression methods [37] (see also [27, 33]). We now give a detailed
description of our contributions. Our model of computation is the
RAM [1].
1.1. On-line Suffix Trees for Square Matrices
Let Wp=A[1 : p, 1 : p]. An n_n matrix A is read on-line as a sequence
of matrices W1 , W2 , ..., Wn . At time p, we know Wp and nothing else about A.
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At time p+1, we get Wp+1 by getting in input subrow A[ p+1, 1 : p+1]
and subcolumn A[1 : p+1, p+1]. We remark that the particular input
ordering we have chosen for A makes the description of the algorithms
easier. However, Wp could be analogously defined when A is given in input
in row or column major order and our algorithms would work also in
those cases. Let LTp be the Lsuffix tree for matrix Wp . Again, it is a data
structure that compactly stores all square submatrices of Wp (see Fig. 1).
Since A is given on-line as a sequence of matrices Wp , 1pn, the Lsuffix
tree for A can be built as a sequence of trees LT1 , LT2 , ..., LTn . We have
new algorithms such that:
(a1) The time taken to build the entire sequence of trees is
O(n2 log2 n).
(a2) Assume that, when we have seen only a part of A, say Wp , we
are given a pattern PAT[1 : m, 1 : m] and we want to check whether PAT
occurs in Wp . We can answer that query in O(m2 log |7| ) time. We can
further extend that query to report all occ occurrences of PAT in Wp in
O(m2 log |7|+occ log p) time.
We point out that we can build the Lsuffix tree for A on-line by a simple
modification of the off-line algorithm in [15]. However, we would get an
O(n3 log n) time algorithm. Therefore, the new on-line algorithm in (a1) is
nearly an order of magnitude improvement with respect to what is already
available [15] and a log2 factor away from optimal time.
As for the analogy between the on-line algorithm by Ukkonen [38] for
the construction of the suffix tree of a string and our technique, we point
out that we make use of Ukkonen’s clever observation mentioned earlier,
but that is only a very small part of our technique. Ukkonen’s algorithm
does not seem to be extendible to the on-line construction of a suffix tree
of a matrix. Indeed, when LTp becomes LTp+1 , some leaves of LTp can be
transformed into internal nodes. This will not happen in the case of strings
and the proof of linearity of Ukkonen’s algorithm is heavily based on that
fact. Getting around this difficulty turns out to be a challenging technical
task.
1.2. LZ1-Type Compression Methods for Images
Storer [37] has recently proposed a new family of methods for on-line
lossless compression of images. They are generalizations to images of LZ1-
type compression methods for text (for discussions of those latter methods,
the reader is referred to [26, 36, 40]). Related work on extending LZ1-type
methods from text to images is presented in [27, 33]. We briefly mention
results quantifying how well those new methods are expected to compress
images. Sheinwald, Lempel, and Ziv [27, 33] show that, asymptotically,
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methods in this new family provide an optimal compression ratio with
respect to what can be done by ‘‘finite state encoders.’’ Experiments by
Storer [37] show that the compression ratio obtained by those methods is
700 of the best available compression ratio, obtained for instance via
JBIG. Those results are considered encouraging [37]. Indeed, no optimiza-
tion of the many parameters involved in the implementation of this new
type of method has been done yet.
Here we confine our attention to the primitive operations and data struc-
tures needed to implement the compression methods in the new family and
provide efficient algorithms for those operations. We describe the simplest
method in this new family describing the primitive operations needed to
implement it. We remark that the same primitive operations can be used to
support all other methods in the family.
Assume that the image is an n_n matrix A, with entries drawn from a
finite alphabet 7. Assume that we want to compress A on-line, i.e., while
the matrix is given as input. In analogy with LZ1-type methods for strings
[12, 30, 36, 40], we use a window that slides over the matrix sweeping all
of it. Consider the ‘‘L-shaped’’ window of height h covering part of the
matrix (see Fig. 2). In analogy with the sweeping order described in [33],
the window slides along the main diagonal of A and, initially, it is an h_h
square covering the upper left corner of A. Let h( p)= p+h&1 and let
Fh( p) be the ‘‘L-shaped’’ window that starts in row and column p and ends
FIG. 2. The L-shaped region within bold lines is the window F6 with h=3. The 3_3
matrix in the upper left corner of A is known, but it is not accessible any longer. Notice that
this latter matrix plus the window give W6 . The Lsuffix tree for F6 (not shown) represents all
square submatrices of A that are also in the window. The light shaded part outside the
window is a maximal match for the neighbor position (7,5) of F6 . It matches the light shaded
part in the window.
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in row and column p+h&1 of A (see Fig. 2), for 1pn&h+1. We
refer to the entries on row and column p+h of A, just outside the border
of Fh( p) , as the neighbors of Fh( p) .
A is given on-line. Assume that when the window has reached row h( p)
of A, we have seen A up to row h( p+h), i.e., Wh( p+h) is available.
Moreover, assume that we have compressed Wh( p) . The next ‘‘compression
step’’ works as follows. For each neighbor position of Fh( p) , find the largest
square matrix originating in that position and that appears within the
window (one such match is reported in Fig. 2). Let Match(Fh( p)) be the
query that reports all those maximal matrices. The area S of the matrix A
covered by the results of the query (see Fig. 3) is encoded in compressed
form: we replace the matrices in S by pointers to their occurrences in the
window.
There are several methods and strategies currently under investigation to
generate the encoding from the results of Match(Fh( p)) and, probably, the
best method can be identified only experimentally (see [37]). Once we
have compressed the area outside the window, we slide it by some amount
and repeat the process.
The compression method we have outlined has the following problem as
one of its main computational bottlenecks:
v Maintain a data structure that represents all square submatrices of
A that are within the window Fh( p) . Since the window slides over A, the
data structure must be dynamically changed. Moreover, it must support
the query Match.
From now on, as far as data compression is concerned, we concentrate
on the above subproblem. The data structure that seems to naturally fit the
description is the Lsuffix tree of a square matrix [15]. It can be defined
FIG. 3. The dark shaded part is the window F7 , with h=3. The light shaded part is the
area S covered by the (possibly overlapping) matrices reported by Match(F7).
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for the part of A covered by the window. We have new algorithms such
that:
(b1) While the window slides over A, they can maintain the Lsuffix
tree of the window in a total of O(n2 log2 n) time. For each Fh( p) , 1p
n&h+1, the total space used is O( |Fh( p) | )=O(h2+ ph). Match(Fh( p)) can
be answered in O(S log2 n) time, where S is the total area covered by the
matrices in Match(Fh( p)) (see Fig. 3).
We point out that we can use other types of windows getting results
analogous to the ones reported in (b1) for the L-shaped window of Fig. 2.
In particular, we can use rectangular windows of finite size that sweep
matrix A in row or column major order or according to the PeanoHilbert
space filling curve [20, 29].
Our contribution in this area is best explained by drawing an analogy
with text data compression. Rodeh, Even, and Pratt [30] obtained the first
linear time algorithm implementing the ‘‘sliding window’’ text compression
algorithm by Lempel and Ziv [26]. The method consists of a finite window
that slides over the text and, through pattern matching queries involving
the text covered by the window, a compressed version of the text is
obtained. Two suffix trees are needed by the algorithms in [30]. This
approach has the drawback of wasting space (two suffix trees) and of a
complicated pattern matching query. Fiala and Green [12] devised an
algorithm that uses only one copy of the suffix tree and that supports a
simple implementation of the pattern matching query. However, this
approach implies some nontrivial bookeeping for the dynamic maintenance
of the suffix tree and it is linear-time only for windows of constant size.
Finally, Larsson [25] has recently presented a very natural algorithm for
the implementation of the ‘‘sliding window’’ text compression method
retaining all the advantages of Fiala and Green’s, being somewhat simpler
to describe and linear-time for all window sizes. Fundamental for the algo-
rithm by Larsson is the algorithm by Ukkonen for the on-line construction
of the suffix tree.
As for image data compression, we could use the ideas in [30] for text
compression together with the algorithm for the off-line construction of
the Lsuffix tree [15] to implement the ‘‘sliding window’’ and the query
Match(Fh( p)) with the same time bounds as in (b1). However, this
approach would have the same type of problems as the linear time algo-
rithm for text compression by Rodeh et al. [30]. Here, instead, we propose
an approach that is similar to the one by Larsson for text data compres-
sion. Once we have the algorithm for the on-line construction of the Lsuffix
tree, it lends itself very naturally to be extended to implement the ‘‘sliding
window’’ and the query Match.
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1.3. Techniques
We now briefly describe the new technique, which we refer to as implicit
updates, that consists of the following. Let LTp be the Lsuffix tree for Wp .
When Wp becomes Wp+1 by getting in input a subrow and subcolumn of
A, we need to transform LTp in LTp+1 . As discussed in Section 3, that
transformation involves the following: (i) some leaves and internal nodes of
LTp generate new leaves and internal nodes which are part of LTp+1 , (ii)
the remaining leaves and internal nodes of LTp will need some adjustments,
and after that, they can be part of LTp+1 . Implicit updates is based on a
suitable encoding of the needed adjustments. Moreover, the technique
allows us to process the leaves and internal nodes in (i) without touching
the ones that can be adjusted implicitly. This is a nontrivial task since the
leaves and internal nodes in (i) and (ii) do not partition LTp in an orderly
fashion.
We point out that, for two-dimensional dynamic dictionary matching (see
for instance [3, 15, 21] for problem definitions and algorithms), there are
techniques for the dynamic maintenance of two-dimensional data struc-
tures. Implicit updates solves a set of technical problems distinct from the
ones solved by the techniques in two-dimensional dynamic dictionary
matching. Indeed, it is an interesting open problem to extend those latter
techniques to the on-line problems we address in this paper.
1.4. Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
briefly recall from [15] the definition of Lsuffix tree of a matrix and we
state some facts that are used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we pre-
sent the structural changes that must be handled when LTp is transformed
in LTp+1 . The algorithm taking care of those changes consists of two
phases: Frontier Expansion and Internal Structure Expansion. Frontier
Expansion identifies all leaves of LTp , that are transformed into internal
nodes. It turns out that those leaves can be quickly identified while skip-
ping the processing of leaves that cause no changes in LTp . However,
implementation of this simple observation turns out to be nontrivial. An
outline of Frontier Expansion is given in Section 4 and the technical details
are presented in Section 6. Internal Structure Expansion identifies the sub-
matrices of Wp+1 that cause changes in LTp affecting edges and internal
nodes. Here the idea is quite simple. Candidate submatrices are kept in a
priority queue. The submatrix of highest priority is extracted from the
queue and it is established whether one of its suitably chosen submatrices
causes the mentioned changes. If it does, the changes are carried out and
the suitably chosen submatrix is inserted in the queue. Else, it is discarded.
Section 5 gives an outline of Internal Structure Expansion while the details
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are presented in Section 7. Section 8 outlines how to perform efficiently
‘‘comparisons’’ of pieces of matrices. Those primitives are used by the algo-
rithms in the previous sections, but their detailed description can be
deferred. Section 9 summarizes the algorithm for the on-line construction
of the Lsuffix tree for a matrix and the corresponding time analysis. Sec-
tions 10 and 11 present the pattern matching applications. The next two
sections give the algorithms for the image data compression method intro-
duced in Subsection 1.2 and the last section contains some concluding
remarks and open problems.
2. BASIC NOTIONS
In this section, we define the Lsuffix tree of an n_n matrix A. We also
give some notions that are needed in later sections.
2.1. The LSuffix Tree of a Matrix
Intuitively, the Lsuffix tree of a matrix is a data structure that compactly
stores all square submatrices of A. The presentation of this data structure
is organized as follows. We first define Lstrings, which are a suitable linear
representation of square matrices. Then, we define the Lsuffix tree for one
Lstring. The Lsuffix tree for a matrix A will be defined as the Lsuffix tree
for a collection of Lstrings. The material in this subsection is presented in
a more detailed form in [15].
v Lstrings. We need a suitable linear representation of matrices, i.e.,
a representation of matrices as ‘‘strings.’’ Rather than being formal, we
define it in intuitive terms. (This representation, denoted Lstring, has been
introduced in [15] and, with a different formalism, by Amir and Farach
[2].) Given A[1 : n, 1 : n], consider the string obtained by concatenating
row A[i, 1 : i&1] with column A[1 : i, i], the first taken from left to right
and the second taken from top to bottom. This string can be thought of as
an atomic item, i.e., a character, and we refer to it as the ith Lcharacter of
A. For the matrix in Fig. 4a, an example is given in Fig. 4b. We denote
those characters as Lcharacters because of the shape they have when they
are seen in terms of subrows and subcolumns of A, as it is shown in Fig. 4c.
Notice that each Lcharacter is composed of ‘‘subatomic parts’’ that are
the characters of 7. Now, consider the string obtained by concatenating
the first, second, ..., nth Lcharacter of A. We get a representation of A in
terms of a string of L-shaped characters, which we call Lstring. Again, an
example is given in Fig. 4d. We also need for Lstrings the notion of a
chunk, which is the analog of the notion of substring for strings. A chunk
is obtained by writing down the Lcharacters of A in one dimension, from
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FIG. 4. (a) A matrix; (b) the third Lcharacter of the matrix in (a); (c) its representation
in terms of subrows and subcolumns of the matrix in (a); (d) the Lstring corresponding to
the matrix in (a), where each Lcharacter is delimited by a tall bar; (e) a chunk of the matrix
in (a).
the k th to the j th, k j. An example is given in Fig. 4e. As it is evident
from Fig. 4e, chunks are intended to represent L-shaped pieces of matrices
centered around the main diagonal. This is in contrast with Lstrings that
are intended to represent matrices.
The notion of Lstring just outlined can be stated formally by suitably
defining that object as a string over an alphabet of Lcharacters L7=
i=1 
2i&1 (for details see [15]). Two Lcharacters are equal if and only
if they are equal as strings over 7. Given two Lcharacters La and Lb, we
say that La is lexicographically smaller than or equal to Lb if and only if the
string corresponding to La is lexicographically smaller than or equal to that
corresponding to Lb (the two strings are of the same length). In what
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follows, given a matrix B, we use B to denote also the Lstring corresponding
to it.
v Suffix and Prefix of a Matrix. For 1 jn, submatrix A[ j : n,
j : n] is the j th suffix of A and submatrix A[1 : j, 1 : j] is the j th prefix of
A (see Figs. 5a5b). Note that any square submatrix of A whose upper left
corner lies on the main diagonal of A can be described as a prefix of a suf-
fix of A (see Fig. 5c).
v Tries for Matrices. Once we have a way of representing matrices
in one dimension, i.e., as strings, it is easy to define tries that represent
them (see [23] for the definition of a trie). Again, rather than being formal,
we resort to an example. Consider three matrices X, Y, and Z (see Fig. 6a).
We can represent those matrices with a tree by letting matrices that have
prefixes in common share the same path in the tree (see Fig. 6b). We can
label the arcs of this tree with Lcharacters, as shown in Fig. 6b. In general,
a trie representing a set of matrices can be defined as a trie over the
alphabet L7, representing the set of Lstrings corresponding to the matrices.
Tries for matrices (and therefore Lstrings) can have nodes of outdegree one
(in analogy with tries for stringssee Fig. 6b). We can compact them by
compressing chains of nodes of outdegree one. Labels on the edges of the
compressed structure are now chunks (see Fig. 6c for an example).
FIG. 5. (a) the fifth suffix of a matrix: (b) the fourth prefix of a matrix; (c) the third
prefix of the fifth suffix of a matrix.
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FIG. 6. (a) Three matrices X, Y, and Z, and (b) their trie; (c) the compact version of the
trie.
v The Lsuffix Tree. We first define the Lsuffix tree for an Lstring,
then extend this notion to become the Lsuffix tree of a matrix. We
anticipate that the definitions given here are somewhat different than the
ones originally given in [15]. We also discuss those differences.
The Lsuffix tree for the Lstring corresponding to matrix A[1: n, 1: n] is
a compacted trie over the alphabet L7 representing all suffixes of A[1: n].
Let us number each diagonal of A by d, if its elements are A[i, j], with
i& j=d, 0|d |<n. Let Ad be the square submatrix of A whose main
diagonal is d (see Fig. 7).
The Lsuffix tree for matrix A is the Lsuffix tree of the Lstring corre-
sponding to Ad , for 0|d |n&1 (see again Fig. 1 for an example).
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Notice that each square submatrix of A is prefix of some suffix of some
Ad , 0|d |n&1. An example is given in Fig. 7. Based on this observa-
tion, one can easily show that the Lsuffix tree for A represents all square
submatrices of A [15]. Let Wp=A[1: p, 1: p], for 1pn. For the
diagonals of Wp , we follow the same numbering used for the diagonals of
A. Let Dp be the set of those diagonal indices. For d # Dp , let Wp, d be the
square submatrix of Wp of longest side length whose main diagonal is d.
The Lsuffix tree LTp for Wp is the Lsuffix tree for the Lstrings correspond-
ing to Wp, d , for d # Dp .
v Relation with Previous Definitions of Lsuffix Tree. Notice that
there is no one-to-one correspondence between the leaves of LTp and the
suffixes of Wp, d , for d # Dp . This is in contrast with [15]. Indeed, the
definition given in [15] generalizes to matrices that of suffix tree for a
string due to McCreight [28] while here we have generalized the definition
of suffix tree given by Ukkonen [38]. We illustrate the difference between
those two definitions in terms of strings.
Let x be a string over the alphabet 7 and let 8 be a symbol not in 7.
In the usual definition of suffix tree Tx for string x [28], the string x is
given off-line and Tx is a trie storing all suffixes of x8. Since 8 is not in 7,
all of the suffixes of x8 are distinct. Because of this distinctness and by
definition of trie, each of those suffixes must correspond to a unique path
from the root of Tx to one of its leaves. That immediately implies a one-to-
one correspondence between the leaves of Tx and the suffixes of x8 which,
in turn, implies a one-to-one correspondence between the leaves of Tx and
the suffixes of x. In Ukkonen’s case [38], the definition of suffix tree is the
same except that it is given with respect to x rather than x8. Indeed, the
string x is obtained on-line. Therefore, it does not seem to be convenient to
append an endmarker symbol at the end of a string that may be extended
to the right. However, without the endmarker symbol, suffixes can be
prefixes of other suffixes and the one-to-one correspondence mentioned
earlier is lost.
FIG. 7. The submatrix delimited by dark lines is A&3. The submatrix highlighted by the
dashed region is the second prefix of the second suffix of A&3.
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2.2. Some Useful Facts
We start by stating some assumptions and terminology. To simplify the
boundary cases of our algorithms, we introduce a dummy matrix Wp, d 8,
for each d # Dp . Each Wp, d8 has Wp, d as a second suffix and it is different
from all other Wp, d $8’s, with d ${d. We remark that one can think of
Wp, d8 as a matrix in which the first row and column have the special sym-
bol 8 and the remaining part is Wp, d . Although it would be intuitively
correct to denote the dummy matrix by Wp, d , we prefer the notation
Wp, d8 to be uniform with the standard notation x8 used for strings. We
also introduce dummy leaves in LTp , each of which is associated to a dis-
tinct Wp, d8. Each dummy leaf is connected to the root of LTp by a dummy
edge.
v Strings and Nodes in Tries. We need to recall some definitions for
tries for strings given in [28] and extend them to tries for matrices. Given
a compacted trie T over the alphabet 7, a node u is the locus of a string
: if and only if the concatenation of the labels on the path from the root
of T to u is equal to :. Note that a string may not have a locus in T. The
extended locus of : is the locus of the shortest string (if any) with locus in
T and that has : as prefix. The contracted locus of : is the locus of the
longest string having locus defined in T and that is prefix of :. It can be
easily shown that the locus, contracted locus, and extended locus of a
string are unique nodes in T. When a string has a locus defined in T, then
its extended and contracted loci are the same node.
Analogous definitions hold for matrices. Given a compacted trie LT over
the alphabet L7, a node u is the locus of a matrix B if and only if the con-
catenation of the labels on the path from the root of LT to u is equal to
B. Note that a matrix may not have a locus in LT. The extended locus of
B is the locus of the shortest matrix (if any) with locus in LT and that has
B as prefix. The contracted locus of B is the locus of the longest matrix hav-
ing locus defined in LT and that is prefix of B. It can be easily shown that
the locus, contracted locus, and extended locus of a matrix are unique
nodes in LT. When a matrix has a locus defined in LT, then its extended
and contracted loci are the same node.
v Distance of a Node from the Root of LTp . Given a node u in LTp ,
let l(u) be the side length of the matrix having locus in u. We refer to l(u)
as the distance of u from the root of LTp . For each node u of LTp , we store
l(u) at that node.
v Equivalence Classes of Matrices. Consider the matrix obtained by
concatenating the labels on the path from the root of LTp to a leaf f. That
matrix can be suffix of more than one Wp, d8, d # Dp . Therefore, all suffixes
of the Wp, d8’s that ‘‘end’’ at f are an equivalence class, which we denote by
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CLASS[ f ]. In what follows, M( f ) denotes an arbitrarily chosen matrix in
CLASS[ f ].
v Extension Matrices. We now define extension matrices (an exam-
ple is given in Fig. 8). Assume that Wp, d1 , ..., Wp, dg have their suffixes of
side length q equal. Denote this suffix matrix by M. Assume also that no
other matrix, among the Wp, d’s, has a suffix equal to M. Now, for each
Wp+1, de , 1eg, take its suffix of side length q+1. Among those suffixes,
keep only one copy of equal matrices. The result is the set of extensions of
M. Each matrix in the set is referred to as an extension matrix of M. Notice
that M has at least one extension. Let M 1 , ..., M r , be the extensions of M.
We point out that they all differ on their last Lcharacter because they all
have M as prefix.
v Blossom Forest of LTp . We now define a useful tool for the fast
transformation of LTp into LTp+1. Indeed, it will play a key role for the
efficient implementation of all our algorithms. Intuitively, it is a forest of
trees where each node is a leaf of LTp . In this forest, the links go from child
to parent and correspond to suffix links in LTp . We now define it formally.
Let f be a leaf of LTp and assume that M( f ) is such that its second suffix
has extended locus in a node u. We create a link, via a pointer, from f to
u and refer to this pointer as the suffix link from f to u. Suffix links are
defined for each leaf f of LTp . For an example, see Fig. 1 again. Notice that
the definition of suffix link does not follow the one in [28, 38] because here
we are not granted that given a node u of LTp locus of a matrix B, then
there exists a node u$ in LTp that is locus of the second suffix of B (see
FIG. 8. Assume that matrix M (of side 3) appears only as suffix of Wp, 7 , Wp, &4 , Wp, &9 .
Consider the three suffixes (of side 4) M1 , M2 , M3 of Wp+1, 7 , Wp+1, &4 , Wp+1, &9 , respec-
tively. Each of them is obtained by appending the dark Lcharacter to each of the occurrences
of M. Assume that M 1=M1=M2 {M3=M 2 . The set of extensions of M is given by
[M 1 , M 2].
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[15] for a discussion illustrating this fact). We divide suffix links in exter-
nal and internal. A suffix link from f to u is external if and only if u is a
leaf and it is the locus of the second suffix of M( f ). Otherwise, it is internal.
Notice that the suffix link leaving a dummy leaf f (corresponding to some
Wp, d8) points to the leaf f $ such that Wp, d8 # CLASS[ f $]. Therefore, all
suffix links departing from dummy leaves are external. Consider all external
suffix links in LTp as edges and the leaves at their endpoints as nodes. It
can be easily shown that the graph so obtained is a forest of trees. Each
node of a given tree has the direction of the edge from parent to child
reversed. We refer to this forest as the blossom forest of LTp . Recalling that
all Wp, d 8’s are distinct, one can easily show that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between those matrices and the leaves in the forest.
v LTp Can Be Stored in O( |Wp | )=O( p2) Space. Indeed, one can
easily show that LTp has O( p2) nodes. Moreover, the label, i.e., a chunk,
on each of its edges can be represented by means of a quadruple of
integers, as we now explain (the ideas are as in [15, 28]). Consider an edge
(u, v) of LTp and assume that it is labeled with the chunk corresponding
to the rows and columns from the qth to the gth in the lth suffix of Wp, d $8.
We represent this chunk by the quadruple (c, c$, l(u), d $), where c and c$
are the projections of row q and row g of the lth suffix of Wp, d $8 on the
rows of Wp . Given the quadruple, we can easily access in constant time the
subrows and subcolumns of Wp that correspond to the given chunk. For
details, see [15].
v Encoding of the Labels on the Edges of LTp Entering Leaves. For
this kind of label, we use a special form of the encoding described earlier.
As shown in Sections 3, 4, and 6, this encoding will allow us to save a sub-
stantial amount of work in transforming LTp into LTp+1 . Let (u, v) be the
same edge as above, labeled with the same chunk, but assume that v is a
leaf. In that case, we are sure that the matrix M obtained by concatenating
the Lcharacters on the path from the root of LTp to v is equal to a suffix
of Wp, d $8. Since that suffix ‘‘touches’’ one of the boundaries of Wp , i.e.,
either row or column p, we can think of M as touching the same boundary
too. But then, since the chunk labeling (u, v) is equal to an L-shaped part
of M ending in its lower right corner, we can think of that chunk as touch-
ing the same boundary of Wp as M. We use the encoding (c, , l(u), d $)
rather than (c, c$, l(u), d $).  stands for the fact that the given chunk
touches one of the boundaries of Wp . Notice that we can easily compute
the row c$ of Wp where that chunk ends. Indeed, when d $0, it is p; else
it is p+d $. This encoding is analogous to the one devised by Ukkonen
[38] for his on-line algorithm for the construction of the suffix tree of a
string. We point out that, through the encoding of the label entering leaf
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f, we can access in constant time an occurrence of M( f ) in Wp , i.e., the
topmost and leftmost entry of a submatrix of Wp equal to M( f ).
v Comparing Lcharacters Efficiently. Given two Lcharacters of Wp
of the same length as strings, we can establish whether they are equal or
which one is lexicographically smaller than the other in O(log |Wp | ) time,
for 1pn. The proof of this statement is deferred until Section 8. We
assume that for each Lcharacter that we need to compare, we know a
quadruple identifying it as a chunk.
v Dynamic Trees. We maintains LTp as a dynamic tree [34].
Dynamic trees are a data structure that supports efficient implementation
of several operations involving nodes of a forest of trees. We now list the
main operations we are interested in. Link(u, v) creates an edge from u to
v, where v is the root of tree T in the forest and u is a node in a different
tree T $. Cut(u, v) breaks the edge (u, v) creating a new tree with v as root.
Expose(u) returns the path from u to the root of its tree in a balanced
search tree. The leaves of the balanced search tree are the nodes on the
mentioned path, sorted by their distance, i.e., number of tree edges, from
the root. All of the mentioned operations can be implemented in
logarithmic time in the size of the trees they operate on.
v Auxiliary Data Structures. Consider a node u of LTp . We keep its
edges in a balanced search tree, lexicographically sorted according to the
first Lcharacter of the chunk labeling each of them. Moreover, u also has
a descendant pointer to an arbitrarily chosen leaf in its subtree. Those
‘‘pointers’’ are implemented as follows. Assume that leaf f has at least one
node with a descendant pointer to f. We store all such nodes in a
mergeable heap [1]. The root of such a heap contains f. Now, each node
with descendant pointer to f points to itself in the heap of f.
3. FROM LTp TO LTp+1CHANGES IN THE STRUCTURE OF LTp
When Wp is extended to Wp+1 , each matrix Wp, d8 is extended by one
Lcharacter to become a matrix Wp+1, d8, for d # Dp . Moreover, two new
matrices are created: Wp+1, p8 and Wp+1, &p 8. We want to transform LTp
into LTp+1 . We first show how to insert Wp+1, p 8 in LTp (the same ideas
apply to the insertion of Wp+1, &p8) and then concentrate on how the
extension of Wp, d8 into Wp+1, d 8 affects the structure of LTp , for d # Dp .
v Insertion of Wp+1, p 8 in LTp . The second suffix of Wp+1, p8 is
Wp+1[ p+1, 1]. We create a dummy leaf v corresponding to Wp+1, p8 and
we find the extended locus u of Wp+1[ p+1, 1] in LTp . If it exists, there
is a matrix in LTp that already has Wp+1[ p+1, 1] as prefix. All we need
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to do is to set a suffix link from v to u. If there is no extended locus, then
Wp+1[ p+1, 1] is not in LTp . We create a new leaf u as child of the root
of LTp and we label it with Wp+1[ p+1, 1]. Moreover, we create a suffix
link from v to u and another one from u to the root of LTp . Indeed, the
root of LTp is the locus of the empty matrix, which is the second suffix of
Wp+1[ p+1, 1]. This procedure takes constant time. In the reminder of
this paper we will no longer mention the changes in LTp associated to
Wp+1, p8 and Wp+1, &p8.
v Extension Matrices and the Structure of LTp . We now discuss
how the extension of Wp, d8 into Wp+1, d8 affects the structure of LTp , for
d # Dp . Notice that, since Wp+1, d 8 has Wp, d8 as longest proper prefix, each
suffix of Wp+1, d8 can be obtained by appending an Lcharacter at the end
of the ‘‘corresponding’’ suffix in Wp, d8. But, by definition, LTp ‘‘stores’’ all
suffixes of Wp, d8 and LTp ‘‘stores’’ all suffixes of Wp+1, d8, for all d # Dp .
Therefore, the transformation of LTp into LTp+1 consists of extending the
suffixes in LTp by one Lcharacter. More specifically, let M be a suffix of
some Wp, d8 and let M be one of its extensions. If M has already an
extended locus in LTp , then this matrix will cause no change. Otherwise,
we must insert it in LTp and that may cause the following three types of
changes: (i) leaves that become internal nodes by generating new leaves;
(ii) internal nodes that generate new leaves; (iii) edges that are broken by
the insertion of new internal nodes and leaves. The following facts state
which changes need to be performed and under which conditions. In par-
ticular, the first one states under which conditions changes involving a
matrix M having locus at a leaf of LTp can be done implicitly, i.e., they can
be ignored by using the special encoding of chunks on the edges of LTp
entering leaves.
Fact 3.1. Let u # LTp be a leaf. Assume that M(u) has only one exten-
sion M . The concatenation of the labels on the path from the root of LTp to
u gives exactly M , when those labels are ‘‘decoded ’’ with respect to the
matrices Wp+1, d 8’s. Therefore, u is the locus of M in LTp+1 and we need
not modify u when LTp is transformed into LTp+1 . That is, u can be updated
implicitly.
Proof. In order to represent M in LTp+1 , we need to append one
Lcharacter at the end of the path from the root of LTp to u. Indeed, since
M(u) is the longest proper prefix of M , we can represent M in LTp by
creating a new leaf u$, u$ becomes child of u, and the edge (u, u$) is labeled
with the last Lcharacter of M . But, among the suffixes of Wp, d8’s, M(u) is
the only matrix that has M as extension and that matrix is also its only
extension. Therefore, we have that (in LTp+1) the path (( f, u); (u, u$)) is
unary and must be compressed, where f =parent(u) in LTp . We can obtain
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the same result by appending the required Lcharacter at the end of the
path from the root of LTp to u. We can perform such a change implicitly
i.e., we do nothing, by using the special encoding that we have for the
labels of edges entering leaves. We now explain this idea. Assume that the
chunk on the edge ( f, u) is encoded in terms of the occurrence of M(u) as
a suffix of Wp, d , for some d # Dp . So, it is of the form (c, , l(u), d ), where
 stands for p. Now, let us ‘‘decode’’ that quadruple with respect to Wp+1 .
In that case,  stands for p+1. Since M(u) has only one extension matrix
and it must be a suffix of Wp+1, d , we have that the quadruple, when
referred to Wp+1 , corresponds to the chunk of M labeling the edge ( f, u)
in LTp plus the new Lcharacter that we need to append to get M in
LTp+1 .
Fact 3.2. Let u # LTp be a leaf. Assume that M(u) has r2 extensions
M 1 , ..., M r . We create r new leaves (in LTp+1 , each leaf is the locus of one
extension of M(u)). Those leaves become children of u in LTp+1 and u
becomes an internal node.
Fact 3.3. Let M be a matrix that has no extended locus in LTp . Assume
that M is an extension of some suffix M of some Wp, d8 and v is the extended
locus of M in LTp . v can be a leaf only when it is not the locus of M. We
create a new leaf f , which is the locus of M in LTp+1 . If v is the locus of
M in LTp , f becomes child of v in LTp+1 . Else, we break the edge
( parent(v), v) in LTp to create a new node v$ that will be the locus of M in
LTp+1 . In this case, the new leaf f becomes child of v$ in LTp+1 .
We use our new technique to identify and carry out the changes outlined
above. It works in two phases: Frontier Expansion and Internal Structure
Expansion. The first phase takes care of the changes described in Fact 3.2
avoiding consideration of the leaves that can be updated implicitly (the
ones satisfying Fact 3.1). We outline this part in Section 4 and we give
additional details in Section 6. The second phase takes care of the changes
described in Fact 3.3. We outline this part in Section 5 and give additional
details in Section 7.
v Relation with On-line Suffix Tree Algorithm [38]. Consider a
string x[1, p] and let STp be the suffix tree built by the on-line algorithm
by Ukkonen. When x[1, p] is extended to become x[1, p+1], STp must
also be modified to become STp+1 . The only changes that can take place
are analogous to (ii)(iii) already described for LTp . That is, no leaf of STp
becomes an internal node. The reason why there is this difference between
LTp and STp is the following. Each leaf f of STp is the locus of a unique
suffix of x[1: p]. When that suffix is extended by one character, the new
suffix will still have locus in f and it will still be the unique such suffix. This
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is not true for LTp . Indeed, each leaf f $ of LTp can be the locus of a set
of matrices, the ones in CLASS[ f $]. Although those matrices are equal,
their extensions are not guaranteed to be equal. In this case, f $ must
become an internal node and new leaves must be created.
4. FRONTIER EXPANSION-OUTLINE
Here we present the main ideas supporting the procedure that identifies
and performs the transformations involving leaves of LTp . Indeed, at a
high level, we describe the main tasks of Frontier Expansion and how they
are carried out. Additional details on the implementation of those tasks are
presented in Section 6, where we also provide a correctness proof and time
analysis of the overall procedure.
As implied by Facts 3.13.2, the identification of which leaf u of LTp
generates new leaves in LTp+1 reduces to the computation of how many
extension matrices M(u) has. Frontier Expansion performs this task by
restricting attention only to the leaves of LTp that actually generate new
leaves. The main tool used to achieve this goal is the blossom forest of LTp .
Moreover, this phase also performs the ancillary task of building part of
the blossom forest of LTp+1 (the remaining part is built by the next phase).
Indeed, when we need to transform LTp+1 into LTp+2 , we must know the
blossom forest of LTp+1 .
The main ideas that allow Frontier Expansion to perform its two tasks
are quite simple, when stripped off of the many details involved. However,
proving that it correctly works in the amount of time that we need does
not seem to be obvious. Frontier Expansion is implemented through a visit
of each tree of the blossom forest of LTp . In the remainder of this section
(and unless otherwise specified), we concentrate on the nodes and leaves of
the blossom forest since their correspondence with the leaves of LTp is
clear. We describe the visit of a single tree T in the blossom forest. It is
the same for all others and it can be carried out independently (and there-
fore we can process the trees in the forest in any order). Recall that the
edges in T are directed from children to parent. So, the indegree of each
node in T is equal to the number of its children.
We need the following definitions. An intersection node in T is a node
with at least two children. A chain of nodes in T is a path that either starts
at a leaf or at an intersection node and it is the longest path such that all
of its nodes, except the start nodes, have indegree equal to one. Notice that
a chain either ends at the root of T or at a child of an intersection node.
We say that a chain is initial if and only if the first node on the chain is
a leaf of T.
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Procedure Visis(T ).
(V1) Mark all initial chains of T as processed and the remaining
ones as free.
(V2) While there are free chains do: pick a free chain C such that all
incoming chains have been processed; Process(C); mark C as processed.
Processing of a chain of nodes of T, done by Process, is again concep-
tually simple. Starting with the first node on the chain, we compute exten-
sion matrices for the nodes until we either reach the end of the chain or we
reach a node u such that M(u) has only one extension matrix. In that case,
we skip at the end of the chain and we are done. In particular, for a node
u that is not skipped, we need to perform the following: (a) computation
of the extension matrices of M(u); (b) the possible transformation of u into
an internal node of LTp by the creation of new leaves; (c) the set up of suf-
fix links going into the new leaves (this last step is required since we need
the blossom forest of LTp+1); (d) modification of some auxiliary data
structures.
5. INTERNAL STRUCTURE EXPANSIONOUTLINE
Here we consider the cases in which internal nodes of LTp generate
new leaves, or edges of LTp are broken by the insertion of new internal
nodes and leaves. Again, those changes are ruled by extension matrices. At
a high level, we present the organization of this phase, leaving out
implementation details that are presented in Section 7. We also prove a
few facts that are used in Section 7 to establish correctness and perform
the time analysis of this phase. We start with the following preliminary
observation.
Fact 5.1. Let M be a matrix that has an extended locus v in LTp . Then,
all the suffixes of M have extended locus in LTp .
Fact 5.1 can be used as follows. Once we have identified an extension
matrix that has already extended the locus in LTp , we can ignore that
matrix and all of its suffixes (which are also extension matrices) since all of
those matrices are already in LTp (and therefore in LTp+1).
The matrices considered by Internal Structure Expansion are suffixes of
Wp, d8’s that do not have a locus at a leaf of LTp . Starting from an initial
set identified at the end of Frontier Expansion, Internal Structure Expansion
consists of dynamically maintaining a set of extension matrices for which
we are sure Fact 3.3 holds. A matrix is discarded, together with its suffixes,
as soon as Fact 5.1 holds. Indeed, we keep in a priority queue a set of
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extension matrices that are either part of the initial configuration of the
queue (which will be specified shortly) or have already generated new
leaves in LTp . The matrix with highest priority is the one with longest side
length and ties are broken arbitrarily.
We now outline the configuration of the queue and the processing of the
matrix M of highest priority in the queue at an arbitrary time instant.
Informally, the main task is to check whether the second suffix of M has
an extended locus in LTp . If it does not, we have found another extension
matrix that generates a new leaf in LTp .
v Configuration of the Queue. The set of matrices that are initially in
the queue Q is obtained as follows. Consider a leaf u in LTp that is also
root of a tree in the blossom forest of LTp . Independently of how many
extensions M(u) has, all those matrices are initially inserted in Q. Except
for this initial set of matrices, all other matrices in the queue at any time
instant have generated a new leaf in LTp , which will be a leaf of LTp+1 . For
each matrix in the queue, we keep the leaf f, locus of that matrix in LTp+1 .
Procedure Process-Matrix(M ).
(PM1) Check whether M $ is in Q, where M $ is the second suffix of M .
(PM2) Assume that there is a matrix Z $=M $ already in the queue
and let f $ be the new leaf of LTp+1 associated with Z $. Set a suffix link
(valid in LTp+1) from f to f $, where f is the leaf of LTp+1 associated with
M . Discard M $. Exit.
(PM3) Assume that M $ is not in the queue. Check whether it has an
extended locus z in LTp and, if it does, set up a suffix link from f to z and
discard M $. Exit.
(PM4) Assume that M $ is not in the queue and that it has no
extended locus in LTp . Let M $ be the longest proper prefix of M $. Let v$
be the extended locus of M$ in LTp . We assume that, when we enter this
step, we know whether or not v$ is the locus of M$. We apply the transfor-
mations in Fact 3.3 as follows. Assume that v$ is the locus of M$. We create
a new leaf f $, which will be a new child of v$ in LTp+1 . Assume that v$ is
the extended locus of M$ in LTp . In LTp+1 , f $ is a child of a new node g
and g ‘‘splits’’ the edge (w, v$), where w is the parent of v$ in LTp . In both
cases we set a new suffix link (valid in LTp+1) from f (the new leaf
generated by M ) pointing to f $.
Lemma 5.1. Assume that steps (PM1) and (PM3) in Procedure Process-
Matrix are implemented correctly. Moreover, assume also that the stated
information is available when we enter step (PM4). Then, Internal Structure
Expansion correctly identifies the extension matrices satisfying Fact 3.3 and
correctly carries out the appropriate changes in the structure of LTp .
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Moreover, for each new leaf that is created, the appropriate suffix link
departing from it is created.
Proof. Let M i be one of the extension matrices that is initially placed
in the queue. Let Mi (u) be the matrix of which M i is extension, where u
is a leaf in LTp and also a root of a tree T in the blossom forest of LTp .
Now, all extension matrices that have M i as suffix are those associated to
the matrices that have loci in the nodes of T and none of them plays any
role in the modification of the internal structure of LTp . However, the suf-
fixes of M i may affect the internal structure of LTp . Therefore, we can con-
clude that the suffixes of matrices initially placed in the queue are a maxi-
mal set of matrices that can cause changes in the internal structure of LTp .
In order to prove the lemma, all we need to do is to arbitrarily pick a
matrix from the initial configuration of the queue and show that all suffixes
of the chosen matrix inserted in the queue (and therefore processed by Pro-
cedure Process-Matrix ) cause changes to the internal structure of LTp ,
while the remaining ones can be ignored. In addition, we also show that
suffix links are properly set. We pick M i .
Consider the suffixes of M i that are processed by Procedure Process-
Matrix and let M i, e be the suffix of shortest side length that is processed
by the procedure. Let S be the set of all suffixes of M i of side length longer
than that of M i, e . It is a simple exercise to show that when Procedure
Process-Matrix is called on a matrix M $ in S, step (PM4) is executed
for the second suffix M $ of M and that the appropriate changes to the
structure of LTp are performed. Moreover, the appropriate suffix link from
f to f $ is set up, where f and f $ are the leaves of LTp+1 generated by M
and M $, respectively.
As for M i, e , we have to consider two separate cases. When its second
suffix M $i, e is the empty matrix, then its extended locus is the root of LTp .
Therefore, we discard M $i, e in step (PM3), completing the processing of all
suffixes of M i . Moreover, in step (PM3), we correctly set up a suffix link
from the leaf f generated by M i, e to the root of LTp .
Assume now that M $i, e is not the empty matrix. Since M $i, e is the last suf-
fix of M i that is processed, we must have that M $i, e is discarded either in
step (PM2) or in step (PM3). In the first subcase, insertion of M $i, e in the
queue is redundant. In the second subcase, we discard M $i, e because of
Fact 5.1. However, in both subcases, we have completed the processing of
all suffixes of M i relevant for the changes in the structure of LTp .
Moreover, we have correctly set up a suffix link from f to the appropriate
node. Details are left to the reader.
Lemma 5.2. During the execution of Internal Structure Expansion, the
maximum number of matrices in Q is O( |LTp+1 |&|LTp |+ p) which, in
turn, is O( |Wp | ).
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Proof. The number of matrices in the initial configuration of the queue
is O( |LTp+1 |& |LTp |+ p). Indeed, we have O( p) leaves in LTp and the
total number of new leaves they can generate is O( |LTp+1 |&|LTp | ). Now,
a matrix in the queue is removed and it can be charged for the insertion
of a new matrix (its second suffix) only when that matrix generates a new
leaf in LTp+1 . Therefore, the total number of matrices in the queue is still
O( |LTp+1 |&|LTp |+ p). But |LTp+1 |=O( |Wp | ) and the lemma follows.
Lemma 5.3. Step (PM2) of Procedure Process-Matrix is the only one
that creates intersection nodes in the blossom forest of LTp+1 during Internal
Structure Expansion.
Proof. Indeed, step (PM3) creates an internal suffix link, while the suffix
link created in step (PM4) goes into a leaf that has been just created and,
at least at the time of its creation, it is not known yet whether it will be
an intersection node in the blossom forest of LTp+1 . Now consider a
matrix M given in input to Procedure Process-Matrix and assume that
its second suffix M $ is already in the queue. In this case, there has been
another extension matrix Z {M $ of the same side length as M that also has
its second suffix Z $=M $ and that was processed before M . Let Z be the
first such a matrix given in input to Process-Matrix. During the execu-
tion of Process-Matrix(Z ), Z $ has been inserted in the queue and a leaf
f $, locus of Z $ in LTp+1 , has been created. Moreover, in step (PM4), a suf-
fix link from f to f $ has been set up, where f is the locus of Z in LTp+1 .
Therefore, when step (PM2) is executed for M , there is already a suffix link
(valid in LTp+1) pointing to f $. K
6. FRONTIER EXPANSIONDETAILS
Here we give the details for the implementation of the visit of a tree T
of the blossom forest of LTp . Recall from Subsection 2.2 that CLASS[u]
is the equivalence class of matrices having locus in u. The presentation is
organized as follows. Let u be a leaf of LTp . In Subsection 6.1 we show
how to compute the extension matrices of M(u) # CLASS[u]. This gives us
information to establish how many (if any) new leaves u generates in
LTp+1 . In Subsection 6.2 we show how to connect, through suffix links, the
leaves of LTp+1 ‘‘created’’ during the processing of u. Then, in Subsec-
tion 6.3, we show how to process the chains of T and in the remaining
subsection we prove correctness and perform the time analysis of Frontier
Expansion.
For each leaf u # LTp , let R(u) be the set of leaves for which u is respon-
sible in LTp+1 . That is, if u generates no new leaf in LTp+1 (because
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Fact 3.1 applies to u), then R(u)=[u]. Else, when Fact 3.2 applies to u, it
is the set of r new leaves. Moreover, given M(u) # CLASS[u], let E(u) be
the set of extensions of M(u). We say that we know the matrices in E(u)
when, for each matrix in the set, we know the start point of one of its
occurrences in Wp+1 .
6.1. Computing Extension Matrices of M(u) and the Set R(u)
Again, let u be a non-dummy leaf of LTp and let u$1 , u$2 , ..., u$c be all the
leaves of LTp having a suffix link pointing to u. Let PE(u)=ci=1 E(u$i),
where E(ui$) is the set of extension matrices of M(u$i), for 1ic. Assum-
ing that we know the matrices in PE(u), we show how to compute E(u).
Notice that PE(u) is a set of matrices because each M(u$i) is distinct, all
of its extensions are distinct, and those extensions all have M(u$i) as prefix.
It can be easily shown that two distinct matrices in PE(u) may have equal
second suffixes. Let G be the multiset of the second suffixes of matrices in
PE(u), i.e., if two matrices in PE(u) have equal second suffixes we take
both of those suffixes. The following lemma characterizes the extension
matrices of M(u) in terms of the multiset G.
Lemma 6.1. Assume that we know PE(u) and let G be the multiset
defined above. Divide G into equivalence classes of equal matrices. The exten-
sions of M(u) are obtained by picking a representative matrix for each equiv-
alence class. When |PE(u)|=|G|2, the needed partition can be computed
by lexicographically sorting the last Lcharacters of matrices in G in
O( |PE(u)| log2 |Wp | ) time.
Proof. We first show that each extension of M(u) is equal to at least
one matrix in G. Observe that since u is not a dummy leaf (it has a suffix
link pointing to it), M(u) cannot be equal to any Wp, d8, d # Dp . Letting q
be the side length of M(u), notice that the side length of M(u$i) is q+1, for
1ic. Now, pick an extension M of M(u). Without loss of generality,
assume that M is suffix of Wp+1, d $8, for some d $ # Dp . Among the M(u$i)’s,
pick the M$ that is equal to the suffix of Wp, d $8 of side length q+1 (M$
must exist because M(u) is a proper suffix of Wp, d $8 and the set of matrices
M(u$i), 1ic, are all and only the matrices that are both equal to suffixes
of Wp, d 8’s and that have M(u) as second suffix). Consider the extension of
M$ obtained through Wp+1, d $8. That extension has M as second suffix and
that suffix is in G. Therefore, given an extension of M(u), there is at least
one matrix in G that is equal to it. Using arguments similar to the ones just
outlined, we can show that each matrix in G is equal to an extension of M.
We omit the details. The first part of the lemma follows.
As for the second part, observe that each matrix in G has M(u) as its
longest proper prefix. So, two of those matrices may differ only on their
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last Lcharacter. This fact implies that we can partition G into equivalence
classes by lexicographically sorting the last Lcharacters of matrices in G.
Since we know, for each matrix in PE(u), one of its occurrences in Wp+1 ,
we also know, for each matrix in G, where it occurs in Wp+1 . Therefore,
we can access in constant time the last Lcharacter of each of those matrices
in terms of subrows and subcolumns of Wp+1 . As pointed out in Subsec-
tion 2.2, the comparison of two Lcharacters, taken from subrows and sub-
columns of Wp+1 , can be done in O(log |Wp+1 | ) time. Therefore, the
lexicographic sort of |G| Lcharacter costs O( |G| log |G| log |Wp+1 | ) time.
But, |G|=|PE(u)|, |Wp+1 |=O( |Wp | ) and |PE(u)||Wp+1 |. Therefore,
we can lexicographically sort the last Lcharacters of matrices in G in
O( |PE(u)| log2 |Wp | ) time. K
For future reference, it is convenient to single-out the following conse-
quences of Lemma 6.1:
Fact 6.1. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 6.1, once we know
the equivalence classes in G, we also know the matrices in E(u) and its car-
dinality. Moreover, we can compute the set R(u) in O( |R(u)| ) time and
establish a one-to-one correspondence between the matrices in E(u) and the
nodes in R(u).
Proof. For each matrix in E(u), we know one of its occurrences in
Wp+1 . Indeed, by assumption, we know the matrices in PE(u) and the
matrices in E(u) are a subset of the second suffixes of matrices in PE(u).
As for the second part, if |E(u)|=1, i.e., M(u) has only one extension
matrix, then R(u)=[u]. When |E(u)|>1, we generate a distinct node for
each matrix in E(u) and the set of those new nodes is R(u).
Fact 6.2. Assume that u$1 is the only leaf of LTp with a suffix link point-
ing to u. Moreover, assume that M(u$1) has only one extension matrix. Then,
M(u) has only one extension matrix. The extension matrix of M(u) is the
second suffix of the extension matrix of M(u$1).
Fact 6.3. Let PR(u)=ci=1 R(u$1), i.e., the union of the sets of nodes
for which each ui$, 1ic, is responsible in LTp+1 . The partition of G in
equivalence classes induces a partition of PR(u) in equivalence classes.
Indeed, two leaves v1 and v2 in PR(u) are equivalent if and only if the exten-
sion matrices ( from PE(u)) of which they are loci in LTp+1 have their
second suffix in the same equivalence class of G. Once that the partition of
G is known, the partition of PR(u) can be computed in O( |PR(u)| ) time.
6.2. Setting Up Suffix Links
We now outline how to connect, through suffix links, the leaves for
which u is responsible in LTp+1 to the ones for which each u$i is responsible,
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for 1ic. That is needed in order to generate part of the blossom forest
of LTp+1 . It is convenient to consider two separate cases, one of which
allows us to keep part of a chain (of suffix links) in the blossom forest of
LTp as a chain (of suffix links) in the blossom forest of LTp+1 . We need
a preliminary observation. Assume that |PR(u)|=1. Then, there is only
one leaf u$1 with a suffix link pointing to u in LTp . Therefore, u cannot be
the start of a chain in the blossom forest of LTp and u$1 and u are on the
same chain C.
(S1) Assume that |PR(u)|=1 and assume that u$1 is the leftmost
node in C such that |E(u$1)|=1, i.e., M(u$1) has only one extension matrix.
We can keep the suffix links from u$1 to the end of C as part of the blossom
forest of LTp+1 .
(S2) Assume that |PR(u)|>1. Consider the partition of PR(u) in
equivalence classes, as outlined in Fact 6.3. Each node in the same equiv-
alence class must be connected, via a suffix link, valid in LTp+1 , to the
corresponding node in R(u).
Lemma 6.2. Assume that the conditions in (S1) are satisfied. The leaves
of LTp from u$1 to the end of C can be updated implicitly, i.e. they can be
skipped. Moreover, we can correctly keep the suffix links from u$1 to the end
of C as part of the blossom forest of LTp+1 .
Proof. By assumption, u$1 is the leftmost node on the chain C such that
|E(u$1)|=1. Starting with the edge (u$1 , u) and ending with the last edge on
the chain C, one can repeatedly apply Fact 6.2 to each edge (u~ 1 , u~ 2) to
show that M(u~ 2) has only one extension matrix M and that the only exten-
sion matrix of M(u~ 1) has M as second suffix. This latter observation
together with Fact 3.1 immediately implies the lemma. K
Lemma 6.3. Step (S2) correctly connects, via suffix links valid in
LTp+1 , the nodes in PR(u) with the nodes in R(u). This step can be
implemented to take O( |PR(u)|+|R(u)| ) time.
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Facts 6.1 and 6.3. Details
are omitted. K
6.3. Processing of the Chains of T
Here we give a detailed description of Procedure Process. It assumes
that the following invariant holds for each chain C$ of T that has been
marked as processed by Procedure Visit. Recall from Section 4 that a
chain is marked as processed either when it is an initial chain of T or when
it has already been processed by Procedure Process. We show that the
same invariant holds once a chain C has been processed.
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Invariant 6.1. Let C$ be a chain that has been processed. C$ is stored at
the leaves of a balanced search tree [1], where the ‘‘left to right’’ order of
nodes in the chain is preserved at the leaves of the balanced search tree. Let
u$ be the last node in C$. We know the matrices in E(u$), i.e., the extensions
of M(u$), and the set R(u$) of the leaves of LTp+1 for which u$ is respon-
sible. Moreover, for each v # R(u$), we have computed the subtree of the
blossom forest of LTp+1 rooted at v and that subtree is partitioned into
chains, which are represented in balanced search trees.
Procedure Process(C).
(PN0) u  u0 , where u0 is the first node on the chain C.
(PN1) Following the same notation as in Lemma 6.1, lexicographi-
cally sort the last Lcharacter of matrices in G to compute E(u), the set of
extension matrices of M(u). Compute the set R(u).
(PN2) Use case (S2) to connect, via suffix links, the nodes in PR(u)
with the corresponding ones in R(u). We now have to update the chains
in the (growing) blossom forest of LTp+1 and establish whether we are
finished processing this chain. We have two cases.
(PN3) Assume that |R(u)|2. Let f be a node in R(u). If there is
exactly one node v in PR(u) connected to f through suffix links (valid in
LTp+1), we add f at the end to the chain of which v is part by inserting
it as the rightmost node in the corresponding balanced search tree. If more
than one node in PR(u) is connected through suffix links to f, then f is an
intersection node in the blossom forest of LTp+1 and we start a new chain
and the corresponding balanced search tree consists of f only. The same
reasoning applies to all other nodes in R(u). Set u to be the next node on
the chain C, if any, and go to step (PN1).
(PN4) Assume that |R(u)|=1. Skip at the end of the chain C. Keep
the chain from u to the last node in C as part of the blossom forest of
LTp+1 . Since u is the start of a new chain in LTp+1 , this latter step
involves splitting the balanced search representing C to obtain a new
balanced search tree representing the chain from u to the last node in C.
Exit the procedure.
Lemma 6.4. Fix a chain C of T that is free. Assuming that Invariant 6.1
holds for all chains C$ that have been processed before C, it holds once C has
been processed.
Proof. Consider u0 , the first node on the chain. We first show that,
once u0 has been processed, we have that: (a) we know the matrices in
E(u0), i.e., the extensions of M(u0), and the set R(u0) of the leaves of
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LTp+1 for which u0 is responsible and (b) for each v # R(u0), we have com-
puted the subtrees of the blossom forest of LTp+1 rooted at v and that sub-
tree is partitioned into chains, which are represented as balanced search
trees.
v Proof of (a). Since Invariant 6.1 holds when u0 is processed, we
know PR(u0). Moreover, since u0 is an intersection node in T, we must
have |PR(u0)|>1. Therefore, by Lemma 6.1, step (PN1) correctly com-
putes the set E(u0) of extension matrices of M(u0). Moreover, we know
those matrices, i.e. for each of them, we know the start point of one of its
occurrences in Wp+1 . Once that we know E(u0), we can correctly compute
R(u0) by Fact 6.1.
v Proof of (b). Since |PR(u0)|>1 also |PR(u0)|>1 and therefore,
by Lemma 6.3, step (PN2) correctly sets up the suffix links between the
nodes in PR(u0) and the ones in R(u0). Let u1$ , ..., u$s be the children of u0
in T. Those nodes are all at the the end of their chains and therefore, by
Invariant 6.1, we have computed the subtree of the blossom forest of
LTp+1 rooted at each of those nodes and that subtree is correctly parti-
tioned into chains. Now, if |R(u0)|>1, step (PN3) correctly extends those
chains, keeping the appropriate partition into chains and the correspond-
ing balanced search trees. Therefore (b) holds. If |R(u0)|=1, notice that u0
is an intersection node in the blossom forest of LTp+1 because
|PR(u0)|>1. Moreover, by Lemma 6.2, we can keep the chain of nodes
from u0 to the end of C as part of the blossom forest of LTp+1 . Step (PN4)
correctly performs that task, keeping the balanced search tree associated
with C. In addition, Invariant 6.1 states that we have computed the sub-
trees of the blossom forest of LTp+1 rooted at each of the nodes in PR(u0)
and that those subtrees are correctly partitioned into chains. Therefore (b)
holds.
In order to complete the proof of the lemma, repeatedly prove
statements analogous to (a) and (b) for each node of C, proceeding from
left to right, until one either reaches the end of C or a node such that
|R(u)|=1. The proofs are analogous to the ones given for u0 , except that
knowledge of the sets PE(u) and PR(u) is now granted by the fact that we
have computed them rather than by Invariant 6.1. K
There are some additional, and somewhat standard, implementation
details that we outline for convenience of the reader. Some of them are
related to the efficient implementation of some operations in Procedure
Process while others are related to the maintenance of the auxiliary data
structures introduced in Section 2.2.
(I1) Once we know R(u), it is an easy matter to transform u into an
internal node of LTp+1 , while preserving the dynamic tree representation
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of LTp and LTp+1 . Using standard dynamic tree operation, the time is
O( |R(u)| log |Wp | ). We omit the details on how to actually compute the
labels on the new edges that are created. In this case, the time is O( |R(u)| ).
(I2) Assume that u generates new leaves in LTp+1 . We must move
the ‘‘descendant pointers’’ pointing to u to one of its leaves in LTp+1 . We
proceed as follows. We arbitrarily choose a leaf u^ # LTp+1 , descendant of
u in that tree. The root of the heap of u is labeled u^ and u is inserted in
the heap. That has the effect of moving the heap of u to u^ and of setting
a descendant pointer to a leaf in its subtree. Time is O(log |Wp | ).
(I3) Assume that u generates c$ new leaves in LTp+1 . We need to
store the children of u in a balanced search tree, sorted according to the
first Lcharacter of the label on their incoming edges. Let :1 , ..., :c$ be the
strings corresponding to those Lcharacters. Standard algorithms for inser-
tion into balanced search trees [1] can be used to build the needed data
structure, except that, as stated in Subsection 2.2, the lexicographic com-
parison of any two strings here costs O(log |Wp | ) time. Therefore, setting
up this balanced search tree for u costs O(c$ log2|Wp) time.
Lemma 6.5. Procedure Process can be implemented to take
O(( |PR(u0)|+|NEW(C)| ) log2 |Wp | ) time, where u0 is the first node on the
chain C and NEW(C) is the set of new leaves in LTp+1 that is generated by
the nodes of C.
Proof. Consider u0 . By Lemma 6.1, the lexicographic sort in step (PN1)
takes O( |PR( |u0)| log2 |Wp | ) time. Once that we know the lexicographic
sort, computation of the set R(u0) can be done in linear time by Fact 6.1.
Moreover, by Lemma 6.3, step (PN2) can be implemented with an addi-
tional cost of O( |PR(u0)|+|R(u0)| ) time.
Assume now that |R(u0)|>1. All operations involving those nodes in
keeping the chains of the blossom forest of LTp+1 represented as balanced
search trees take a total of O( |R(u0)| log |Wp | ) time. Moreover, the addi-
tional bookeeping outlined in (I1)(I2) takes the same amount of time
while that in (I3) takes O( |R(u0)| log2 |Wp | ) time (u0 generates |R(u0)|
new leaves, which are its children). Therefore, when |R(u0)|>1, the total
time to process u0 is O(( |PR(u0)|+|R(u0)| ) log2 |Wp | ).
Assume that |R(u0)|=1 and consider step (PN4). Since the chain C is
represented as a balanced search tree, skipping at the end of C takes
O(log |Wp | ) time, which is also the time to complete this step.
Analogous bounds hold for all other nodes that are processed by the
procedure. Since the R set of a node of C is the PR set of the next node
on the chain and nodes are processed as long as they generate new leaves
in LTp+1 , we have that the claimed bound follows. K
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6.4. Frontier ExpansionCorrectness and Timer Analysis
Here we show the following:
Lemma 6.6. Frontier Expansion correctly identifies all leaves of LTp that
generate new leaves in LTp+1 . Moreover, for each leaf u # R(u), u a leaf of
LTp , it correctly computes the subtree of the blossom forest of LTp+1 rooted
at u . That subtree is correctly partitioned into chains. The entire procedure
takes O(( |LTp+1 |&|LTp |+ p) log2 |Wp | ) time.
Proof. We address correctness first. Recall from Section 4 that Frontier
Expansion consists of the visit of each tree of the blossom forest of LTp ,
which can be carried out independently. Therefore, we can establish
correctness for the visit of a single tree T. Recall also from Section 4 that
a visit of a tree T consists of skipping the initial chains of T. The remain-
ing ones are then processed according to Procedure Process. Now,
assume that all initial chains of T are stored in a balanced search tree.
Apply Lemma 6.2 to each of them. This immediately establishes that after
step (V1) of Procedure Visit, Invariant 6.1 holds for the initial chains of
T. Now, the proof of correctness can be completed by induction on the
number of processed chains, using the fact that we process a chain only
when the chains coming into it have been processed and therefore, by
Lemma 6.4, those chains satisfy Invariant 6.1.
Let pT be the number of leaves in T. As for the time analysis of Proce-
dure Visit, notice that processing of each initial chain costs O(log |Wp | )
time for a total of O( pT log |Wp | ) time. We also have that 7c~ |PR(c~ )|<
pT+|NEW(T)|, where the sum is taken over all intersection nodes of T
and NEW(T) is the set of new leaves generated in LTp+1 by nodes in T.
Using this inequality and the bound in Lemma 6.5, we have that the
total time to process the noninitial chains of T is bounded by O(( pT+
|NEW(T| ) log2 |Wp | ). Accounting also for the time to process all the
initial chains of T, we have that this latter bound gives us the time com-
plexity of a visit to a tree T of the blossom forest of LTp . Since the number
of leaves in the blossom forest of LTp is equal to the number of dummy
matrices Wp, d  which, in turn, is O( p), we have that the bound of the
lemma follows. K
7. INTERNAL STRUCTURE EXPANSIONDETAILS
Recall from Section 5 that Internal Structure Expansion keeps extension
matrices in a priority queue and processes them. An extension matrix can
be in the queue either because it is part of the initial configuration of the
queue or it has generated new leaves in LTp . Here we present implementation
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details of Procedure Process-Matrix and then discuss overall correct-
ness and time analysis of Internal Structure Expansion.
7.1. Preliminaries
v Representation of Matrices in the Queue. Consider a matrix M in
the queue and let M be its longest proper prefix. Assume that M is of side
length c and let v be its extended locus in LTp . M is represented in the
queue by the following triple: c, v, and the string # corresponding to the
last Lcharacter of M (this latter is encoded through pointers to an
occurrence of that string as subrow and subcolumn of Wp+1). Define a
linear order relation among the nodes of LTp , say, according to the
memory address where the node is stored. The matrices in the priority
queue are represented by means of a balanced search tree, lexicographically
sorted according to the triples representing them. Therefore, we can
efficiently extract the element of maximum priority but we can also search
for elements in the queue.
We point out that, at the end of Frontier Expansion, we have all the
needed information to represent the initial set of matrices in the queue.
Indeed, recall from Section 5 that this set is given by the extension matrices
corresponding to the leaves for which each root of tree in the blossom
forest of LTp is responsible in LTp+1 . That is, consider a leaf u in LTp that
is also root of a tree in the blossom forest of LTp . Independently of how
many extensions M(u) has, all those matrices are initially inserted in the
queue. Now, fix an extension matrix M # E(u) and assume that R(u)=[u],
i.e., u is a leaf in LTp and in LTp+1 . u is the locus of M(u) in LTp and l(u)
is the side length of M(u). Moreover, the last Lcharacter of M can easily
be located as a subrow and subcolumn of Wp+1 (we omit the details).
Assume now that |R(u)|>1, i.e., u generates new leaves in LTp . Notice
that R(u) and E(u) have been computed by Frontier Expansion, as stated
by Fact 6.1. In particular, for each M # E(u), we know one of its occurren-
ces in Wp+1 as well as the leaf f corresponding to it in R(u).
We now present a useful subroutine (see also [15]). Let M be a matrix
having an extended locus v in LTp and let M$ be its second suffix. Assume
that M is of side length c. We find the extended locus v$ of M$ in LTp as
follows.
Procedure Exlocus(M$).
(Ex1) Through its descendant pointer, pick the leaf q pointed to by
v. Follow the suffix link from q to, say, q$. We perform expose(q$) to get
the path from q$ to the root of LTp in a search tree. Then, using this search
tree we find v$ by binary search: it is the closest node to the root such that
l(v$)c&1, where c&1 is the side length of M$.
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Lemma 7.1. Procedure Exlocus correctly finds the extended locus of
M$ in LTp in O(log |Wp | ) time, where M$ is the second suffix of M.
Proof. Let Z be the matrix of which q is locus in LTp . Notice that M
is prefix of Z. By definition of suffix link, the matrix Z$ having locus in q$
has the second suffix of Z as prefix. Therefore, the second suffix of M is on
the path p from q$ to the root of LTp and we can correctly find it by binary
search as we now explain. The nodes of the path p are at the leaves of the
binary search tree returned by expose(q$) sorted, from left to right, accord-
ing to their distance (number of tree edges) from the root. Moreover, for
each node u in p, we have the value of l(u) stored in it (see Section 2). But
the list of l values of nodes in p, taken from left to right, is a decreasing
sequence of integers. Therefore we can find the node v$ in p closest to the
root such that l(v$)c&1 by binary search, where c&1 is the side length
of M$. The time bound follows since access to q via descendant pointers,
expose, and the binary search all take O(log |Wp | ) time.
7.2. Implementation
With reference to Section 5, we now consider the implementation of two
steps in Procedure Process-Matrix , namely, (PM1) and (PM3).
v Step (PM1). Check whether the second suffix M $ of M is in the
queue. Let M be the longest proper prefix of M and assume that it is of
side c. We have three cases: (a) c=0, i.e., M is of side length one and M $
is the empty matrix. Then, M $ is not in the queue. (b) c=1, i.e., M is a
2_2 matrix. Check directly whether the triple (0, root, #$) is in the queue,
where root is the root of LTp and #$=M [2, 2]. (c) c>1. M is represented
in the queue by the triple (c, v, #). Therefore, we know the extended locus
v of M in LTp and the last Lcharacter # of M . Let M" be the second suffix
of M and let v" be extended locus of M" in LTp . We need to check whether
in Q there is a triple (c&1, v", #$), where #$ is the last Lcharacter of M $.
The only nontrivial task is to find v" and it can be performed by Procedure
Exlocus.
Fact 7.1. The stated implementation of step (PM1) of Procedure
Process-Matrix correctly checks whether M $ is in the queue in
O(log2 |Wp | ) time.
Proof. The only nontrivial case is (c), which we now discuss. Correct-
ness follows from Lemma 7.1, since we are using Procedure Exlocus. As
for the time analysis, the call to Exlocus takes O(log |Wp | ) time by
Lemma 7.1. Moreover, checking whether the triple (c&1, v", #$) is in the
queue takes O(log2 |Wp | ) time. Indeed, by Lemma 5.2, the maximum num-
ber of triples in Q is O( |Wp | ). Since Q is represented in a balanced search
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tree, we need to perform O(log |Wp | ) compared isons to find the
appropriate triple. However, some of those comparisons involve the
lexicographic comparison of Lcharacters. As stated in Subsection 2.2, each
of those comparisons costs O(log |Wp | ) time. The bound follows. K
v Step (PM3). Check whether M $ has an extended locus z in LTp+1
and, if it does, set up a suffix link from f to z and discard M $. We address
the first part only, since the second part is standard. When M $ is the empty
matrix, its locus is the root of LTp . Assume otherwise. Using Procedure
Exlocus, we first find the extended locus v$ of M$ in LTp , where M$ is the
longest proper prefix of M $. Indeed, as in the implementation of step (PM1),
we use knowledge of M, the longest proper prefix of M and of its extended
locus in LTp . We have to consider two subcases: (1) v$ is the locus of M$
and (2) its complement. Consider (1). We check whether the label of any
edge leaving v$ starts with #$, where #$ is the last Lcharacter of M$. If such
an edge (v$, z) exists, we have found the extended locus of M $ in LTp ,
otherwise no such a node exists. Consider (2). On the edge (w, v$), consider
the Lcharacter ; corresponding to #$ (we can identify this Lcharacter by
using l(w), i.e., the side length of the matrix having locus in w, and the side
length of M$). If ;=#$ then z=v$, i.e., v$ is the extended locus of M $ in
LTp , otherwise no such a node exists.
Fact 7.2. The stated implementation of step (PM3) of Procedure
Process-Matrix correctly checks whether M $ has an extended locus in
LTp in O(log2 |Wp | ) time. Moreover, it provides the needed information to
step (PM4) of Procedure Process-Matrix , that is, whether or not v$ is the
locus of M$ in LTp , where M$ is the longest proper prefix of M $.
Proof. The only nontrivial case is when M $ is not the empty matrix. We
limit our discussion to this case only. By Lemma 7.1, we correctly find the
extended locus of M$ in LTp . At that point it is a simple exercise to check
whether v$ is the locus of M$ in LTp . This provides the needed information
when one enters step (PM4). Since M$ is the longest proper prefix of M $, it
is an easy matter to show that cases (1) and (2) correctly find the extended
locus of M $, if it exists in LTp .
As for the time analysis, the call to Procedure Exlocus takes
O(log |Wp | ) time, by Lemma 7.1. We now bound the time taken by cases
(1) and (2). Consider case (1). Recall from Subsection 2.2 that we store the
edges leaving v$ in a balanced search tree (sorted according to the lexico-
graphic order on the first Lcharacter labeling each of them). Therefore,
we can find (if it exists) the edge (v$, z) by searching #$ in that balanced
search tree. Since each comparison of Lcharacters costs O(log |Wp | ) time
and the number of edges leaving a node is O( |Wp | ), we have that this case
can be implemented to take O(log2 |Wp | ) time. Consider now case (2).
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The most costly operation is the comparison of two Lcharacters, which can
be done in O(log |Wp | ) time. Therefore, the time bound stated in the fact
follows. K
Remark 7.1. Procedure Process-Matrix must also perform addi-
tional operations aimed at maintaining the representation of LTp+1 as a
dynamic tree as well as the auxiliary data structures described in Section 2.
Those additional tasks are essentially the same as (I1)(I3) outlined for
Procedure Process in Section 6.3 and they can be handled in essentially
the same way and with analogous time bounds. Details are omitted and left
to the reader.
Remark 7.2. Procedure Process-Matrix must also handle the parti-
tion of the blossom forest of LTp+1 into chains and must keep those chains
stored in balanced search trees. By Lemma 5.3, during step (PM2) we need
to split a chain, while in all other steps where the Procedure creates suffix
links, a chain grows by the addition of a new node to its right. All those
operations can be performed as already explained in Subsection 6.3 and
within the same time bounds.
7.3. Correctness and Time Analysis
Lemma 7.2. Internal Structure Expansion correctly identifies the exten-
sion matrices satisfying Fact 3.3 and correctly carries out the corresponding
transformation in LTp . Moreover, for the new leaves, the appropriate suffix
links, pointing to and departing from them, are set. K
Proof. Facts 7.1 and 7.2 guarantee that the assumptions of Lemma 5.1
are satisfied, which immediately implies the lemma.
Lemma 7.3. Let f be a leaf of LTp+1 associated to a matrix M inserted
in the queue. When M is removed from the queue, the subtree of the blossom
forest of LTp+1 rooted at f has been computed. That subtree is correctly par-
titioned into chains, which are represented as balanced search trees.
Proof. Consider the set of matrices inserted in the queue during Inter-
nal Structure Expansion and sort them by side length. Consider a matrix M
of maximum side length. This matrix must be part of the initial configura-
tion of the queue. Since the initial configuration of the queue is composed
of all the extension matrices of the roots of trees in the blossom forest of
LTp , we have that there is a leaf u of LTp such that M is extension matrix
of M(u). But then, f # R(u) and, by Lemma 6.6, we have computed the
subtree of the blossom forest of LTp , which is partitioned into chains
represented in balanced search trees. This implies that the lemma is true for
all matrices M of maximum side length.
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Pick a matrix M of side length d. Assume that the lemma is true for all
matrices inserted in the queue and of side length d $>d. We show that the
lemma holds for M of side length d. We have to consider two cases.
Case (1). Assume that M is part of the initial configuration of the
queue. Then, the proof is analogous to the one already given for matrices
of maximum side length.
Case (2). Assume that M is not a part of the initial configuration of the
queue. When M is extracted from the queue, all matrices of side length
d+1 have already been processed. Moreover, by Lemma 5.1, all the leaves
associated to those matrices of side length d+1 have a valid suffix link (in
LTp+1) departing from each of them. Therefore, at the time M is extracted
from the queue, the leaf f associated with it has already all the needed suffix
links pointing to it. By Remark 7.2, we correctly split the chain of which f
is part, when f is an intersection node. Since the statement of the lemma
holds for all leaves of LTp+1 having a suffix link pointing to f, we have that
it holds also for f. K
Lemma 7.4. At the end of Internal Structure Expansion we have the
blossom forest of LTp+1 , which is correctly partitioned into chains.
Proof. By Lemma 6.6, at the end of Frontier Expansion we have com-
puted part of the blossom forest of LTp+1 . Now, by Lemma 7.2, Internal
Structure Expansion correctly extends this part of the blossom forest of
LTp+1 to become the whole forest. The fact that each tree of this blossom
forest is correctly partitioned into chains, represented in balanced search
trees, is granted by Lemma 6.6 and 7.3.
Lemma 7.5. Internal Structure Expansion takes O(( |LTp+1 |&|LTp |+ p)
log2 |Wp | ) time.
Proof. The work done by Internal Structure Expansion is bounded by
the number of matrices inserted in the queue. By Lemma 5.2, that number
is O( |LTp+1 |&|LTp |+ p). Now, by Facts 7.17.2 and the Remarks 7.17.2
about bookeeping and maintenance of the blossom forest of LTp+1 , the
time to process each of those matrices is O(log2 |Wp | ).
8. COMPARING LCHARACTER EFFICIENTLY
In this section, we show how to compare two Lcharacters of Wp+1
efficiently, i.e., in O(log |Wp+1 | ) time. We start by introducing some data
structures.
Consider the matrix Wp and let row1, p , ..., rowp, p be the strings corre-
sponding to its rows, taken from left to right. Let Trows, p be the suffix tree
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representing the suffixes of those strings. Here we use the definition of suffix
tree introduced by Ukkonen [38], so there is no one-to-one correspond-
ence between the leaves of Trows, p and the suffixes of row1, p , ..., rowp, p .
For 1ip, let rowi, p8 be a dummy string that has rowi, p as second suf-
fix. In analogy with LTp , we define suffix links on the leaves of Trows, p ,
including the dummy leaves representing the p dummy strings. Also in this
case, the external suffix links form a forest of trees, which we denote as the
blossom forest of Trows, p . Moreover, we assume that auxiliary data struc-
tures, analogous to the ones defined for LTp (see Subsection 2.2), are also
available for Trows, p . In particular, both Trows, p and each tree in its blossom
forest are represented as dynamic trees [34]. Let col1, p , col2, p , ..., colp, p be
the strings corresponding to the columns of Wp , taken from top to bottom.
Define Tcols, p in analogy with Trows, p including dummy leaves associated to
the dummy strings col1, p8, col2, p8, ..., colp, p 8. We assume that Tcols, p has
analogous auxiliary data structures as Trows, p .
The procedure that compares Lcharacters efficiently follows closely the
one given in [15], with one important technical difference due to the use
of different versions of suffix trees. Indeed, in [15], the procedure uses suf-
fix trees analogous to Trows, p and Tcols, p to represent the rows and columns
of the input matrix as strings. Since in [15] the input is given off-line, those
trees are defined as in McCreight [28] and therefore they preserve the one-
to-one correspondence between their leaves and the suffixes of the strings
represented in them. Such a one-to-one correspondence is very useful in
efficiently finding some information needed by the procedure. Here we do
not have such a one-to-one correspondence (the suffix trees are defined as
in Ukkonen [38]) and we have to find alternative ways to gather efficiently
the same information. For that reason, we introduce Clusters in Subsec-
tion 8.3.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. We first give an
outline of the algorithm assuming that some of its steps can be imple-
mented efficiently. Then, we develop the needed machinery to achieve this
goal. That involves the transformation of Trows, p and Tcols, p in Trows, p+1
and Tcols, p+1 , respectively, and the construction of clusters for both of
those trees. We present only the procedures for Trows, p , since those for
Tcols, p are analogous.
8.1. Outline of the Algorithm to Compare Lcharacters
Consider two Lcharacters, from submatrices of Wp+1 , that we need to
compare. We assume that each of those Lcharacters is given in terms of a
quadruple encoding it as a chunk. Therefore, we can compute in constant
time which subrow and subcolumn of Wp+1 gives each Lcharacter as a
string of 7*. Let :1 and :2 be those two strings and assume that they are
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both of length 2g&1. Assume that the prefix of length g&1 of :1 (:2 ,
resp.) is a prefix of rowk1[ j1 , p+1] (rowk2[ j2 , p+1], resp.) and assume
that the suffix of length g of :1 (:2 , resp.) is prefix of colk$1[ j $1 , p+1]
(colk$2[ j $2 , p+1], resp.).
Procedure Compare.
(C1) Identify a leaf f1 ( f2 , resp.) of Trows, p+1 that is descendant of
the extended locus of rowsk1[ j1 , p+1] (rowk2[ j2 , p+1], resp.). Using
Tcols, p+1 , perform the same step for colk$1[ j $1 , p+1] and colk$2[ j $2 , p+1].
(C2) Find the lowest common ancestor v1 of f1 and f2 in Trows, p+1 .
Using Tcols, p+1 , we perform the same operations for colk$1[ j $1 , p+1] and
colk$2[ j $2 , p+1] to identify a node v2 analogous to v1 .
(C3) Using v1 and v2 , establish whether :1 is lexicographically
smaller than or equal to :2 and compute the length of the longest prefix
that those two strings have in common.
Lemma 8.1. Assume that Trows, p+1 and Tcols, p+1 are available and that
step (C1) of Procedure Compare can be correctly implemented to take
O(log p) time. Then, Procedure Compare compares two Lcharacters from
submatrices in Wp+1 and establishes which one is lexicographically smaller
than or equal to the other in O(log p) time. In the same time bound, we can
also compute the length of the longest prefix that those two Lcharacters have
in common.
Proof. By assumption, step (C1) can be correctly executed in O(log p)
time. Now, step (C2) can be correctly implemented to take O(log p) time.
Indeed, Trows, p+1 is a dynamic tree. Therefore, finding the lowest common
ancestor of f1 and f2 takes O(log p) time [34]. Analogous considerations
hold for Tcols, p+1 . As for (C3), it can be implemented to take constant
time. Details are as in [15].
8.2. Transformation of Trows, p in Trows, p+1
When Wp becomes Wp+1 , a new character is appended at the end of
each string rowi, p8, 1ip. Moreover, we get a new string: rowp+1, p+1 .
We must modify Trows, p accordingly. As it can be easily verified, appending
a new character at the end of rowi, p 8, 1ip, causes changes in Trows, p
analogous to the ones we have described for LTp , when Wp becomes Wp+1
(see Section 3). Using this observation, the algorithm is the following:
Procedure Transform.
(T1) Apply to Trows, p the same algorithms (specialized to strings)
described in Sections 37. Let T $rows, p be the resulting tree.
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(T2) Insert all suffixes of rowp+1, p+18 in T $rows, p . The result is
Trows, p+1 .
Lemma 8.2. Assume that Trows, p is available. When Wp becomes Wp+1 ,
Trows, p can be transformed in Trows, p+1 in O(( |Trows, p+1 |&|Trows, p |+ p)
log p) time.
Proof. Step (T1) is a specialization to strings of the procedures presen-
ted in Sections 37. Since each comparison of characters now costs O(1)
time, the time bounds in Lemmas 6.6 and 7.2 reduce to O(( |T $rows, p |
&|Trows, p |+ p) log p). As for the implementation of step (T2), we claim
that it can be done in O(( |Trows, p+1 |&|T $rows, p |+ p) log p) time. There-
fore, the time bound of the lemma follows. In order to sustain our claim,
we limit ourselves to notice that step (T2) is a nearly standard exercise and
we provide only a sketch of the solution.
v Initial Step. We start by inserting a dummy leaf representing
rowp+1, p+1 and a dummy edge from the root to the new leaf. Then, we
search for the extended locus v of the longest prefix y of rowp+1, p+1 in
T $rows, p . If y=rowp+1, p+1 we are done. Otherwise, we create a new leaf
that is locus of rowp+1, p+1 and possibly a new internal node, locus of y.
v The Second Suffix of rowp+1, p+1 . Assume that y{rowp+1, p+1 ,
i.e., rowp+1, p+1 is not already in T $rows, p . We need to check whether the
second suffix of rowp+1, p+1 has extended locus in T $rows, p . (If it does, we
are done, since all of its remaining suffixes will have extended locus in
T $rows, p . Otherwise, T $rows, p must be modified to insert a new leafand
possibly a new internal noderepresenting the second suffix of
rowp+1, p+1 .) Using Procedure Exlocus (see Section 7) specialized to
strings and applied to T $rows, p , we identify the extended locus v$ of y$, the
second suffix of y. Using v$ we can identify exactly where y$ ends in T $rows, p .
Starting from there, we search for rowp+1, p+1[ | y$|+1, p+1] until we
either find the extended locus of rowp+1, p+1[2, p+1] (and we are done)
or we ‘‘fall off’’ the tree, i.e., a mismatch is found. In the second case, we
have identified where to ‘‘insert’’ the leaf representing
rowp+1, p+1[2, p+1].
v The kth Suffix of rowp+1, p+1 . In order to insert the kth suffix of
rowp+1, p+1 we do the same as for the second, where the role of
rowp+1, p+1 is played by its (k&1)st suffix. K
8.3. Clusters of Trows, p+1
We need some terminology. A partial cluster is a tree composed of
suitably connected trees of the blossom forest of Trows, p+1 . A partial cluster
is made final by adding an edge from the root of the partial cluster to one
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of its (suitably chosen) descendants, i.e., we close a cycle in a partial
cluster. We impose the constraint that there is exactly one cycle in a final
cluster. Both partial and final clusters are maintained as dynamic trees.
The algorithm for the computation of final clusters proceeds in stages. In
the initial stage, each tree of the blossom forest of Trows, p+1 is in a partial
cluster by itself. A stage consists of linking a partial cluster either to a par-
tial cluster (to yield a new partial cluster) or to a final cluster (to yield a
new final cluster). We stop when all clusters are final. During all stages, the
root of a (partial or final) cluster corresponds to the root of a tree in the
blossom forest of Trows, p+1 . Details are as follows.
Procedure Clusters.
(Cl1) Mark each tree of the blossom forest of Trows, p+1 as a partial
cluster.
(Cl2) While there are partial clusters do: Pick a partial cluster C
and perform steps (Cl3)(Cl7). (Let u be the root of C and let x be the
string that has locus in u # Trows, p+1 . Moreover, let x$ be the second suffix
of x.)
(Cl3) Using the suffix link of u, find the extended locus u$ of x$ in
Trows, p+1 .
(Cl4) Using the descendant pointer of u$, pick the leaf f # Trows, p+1
pointed to by u$. (It is a leaf in the subtree of Trows, p+1 rooted at u$).
(Cl5) Check whether u and f are in the same partial cluster.
(Cl6) If they are not, add an edge from u to f. (This has the effect
of linking the two clusters to create a new one.) If the cluster of which f is
part is final, then the new cluster is also final.
(Cl7) If u and f are in the same cluster, we record f and we mark the
cluster as final (we have just closed a cycle). Moreover, we also record the
length of the cycle.
Lemma 8.3. Final Clusters of the blossom forest of Trows, p+1 can be
computed in O( p log p) time.
Proof. We can have at most p+1 distinct trees in the blossom forest of
Trows, p+1 . Therefore, we can have at most p+1 stages for the construction
of clusters. All we need to show is that steps (Cl3)(Cl7) can be
implemented to take O(log p) time each. Now, for steps (Cl3)(Cl4), this
is obvious. As for step (Cl5), we do expose( f ) to get the path p^ from f to
the root of its cluster. If u is that root, then u and f are in the same cluster.
We point out that, once we have done expose( f ), we also know how many
nodes are on p^ (that information is stored at the root of the balanced
search tree storing p^see [34]). Step (Cl6) can be implemented via the
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operation link defined for dynamic trees. Finally, the number of nodes in
p^ gives also the length of the cycle that is required in step (Cl7). K
Remark 8.1. Recall from Section 6 that chains, i.e., paths of unary
nodes, in each tree of the blossom forest of LTp are kept into balanced
search trees. It is a simple exercise to show that, while clusters are linked
together, chains in the resulting cluster can still be represented by balanced
search trees, at no additional expense with respect to the time bound stated
in Lemma 8.3. Therefore, we assume that chains in final clusters are
represented as balanced search trees.
We now state some useful facts related to clusters. Consider a final
cluster C. Let s be the length of the cycle in it. Pick a node v in C and let
x be the string that has locus in v # Trows, p+1 . Assume that x is of length
e. Let t be the number of nodes (including v) on the path pp from v to the
root of C.
Fact 8.1. Consider suffix x[i : e] and assume that it. Let v^ be the ith
node on the path pp. The ith suffix of x is prefix of the string that has locus
in v^ # Trows, p+1 , independently of whether et or e>t.
Proof. Correctness of our claims can be easily shown by repeatedly
applying the following observation to the nodes of pp: when v is child of
v$ in a cluster, the second suffix of the string having locus in v is prefix of
the string having locus in v$. Indeed, either v and v$ are connected by a
suffix link going from v to v$ or they are linked together by Procedure
Cluster. K
Fact 8.2. Consider the ith suffix of x and assume that eit. Let
i $=(i&t) mod s and let v^ be the i$th node on the cycle in the cluster (we
start counting nodes in a cycle from the root of the cluster, which is node zero
of the cycle). The ith suffix of x is prefix of the string that has locus in v^.
Proof. It is similar to the one outlined for Fact 8.1.
Fact 8.3. Given v, the length of the cycle in C and i, we can compute v^
in O(log p) time.
Proof. Indeed, each final cluster C is represented as a dynamic tree.
Therefore, we can perform expose(v) to get the path pp from v to the root
of C in a binary search tree. At that point, we also know t, the length of
pp, and s, the length of the cycle in C. Therefore, we can establish whether
Fact 8.1 or 8.2 applies. Finally, using the binary search tree representing
the path pp we can pick the appropriate node in it by binary search (details
are omitted). K
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8.4. Comparing LcharactersFinal Details and Time Analysis
Here we show that step (C1) of Procedure Compare can be implemented
to take O(log p) time and then summarize the results of this section for
later use.
Lemma 8.4. Assume that Trows, p+1 and Tcols, p+1 are available and that
their final clusters have been computed. Step (C1) of Procedure Compare
can be implemented to take O(log p) time.
Proof. We discuss only the case of the identification of a leaf f1 of
Trows, p+1 that is descendant of the extended locus of rowk1[ j1 , p+1] in
that tree. The other cases can be handled similarly. Let v be the dummy leaf
associated to rowk1, p+18. Notice that rowk1[ j1 , p+1] is the j1th suffix of
rowk1, p+1 . We can identify the root of the final cluster C of which v is part
using the operation expose(v). That also provides knowledge of the length
of the cycle in C. Now, we have all the needed information to apply
Fact 8.3 to identify a node v^ such that rowk1[ j1 , p+1] is prefix of the
string having locus in v^. Then, from v^, we can pick a leaf f1 in the subtree
rooted at v^. The lemma follows. K
Lemma 8.5. Assume that Trows, p and Tcols, p are available. When Wp
becomes Wp+1 , we can (a) transform Trows, p in Trows, p+1 in O(( |Trows, p+1 |
&|Trows, p |+ p) log p) time; (b) compute the final clusters of Trows, p+1 in
O( p log p) time. Analogous results hold for Tcols, p+1 Moreover, we can (c)
compare two Lcharacters from submatrices in Wp+1 and establish which one
is lexicographically smaller than or equal to the other in O(log p) time; (d)
in the same time bound, we can also compute the length of the longest prefix
that those two Lcharacters have in common.
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow from Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3, respectively.
Parts (c) and (d) follow by combining Lemma 8.4 with Fact 8.1.
9. ON-LINE CONSTRUCTION OF LSUFFIX TREES
CORRECTNESS AND TIME ANALYSIS
In this section we address correctness and summarize the time taken to
transform LTp in LTp+1 and to maintain the blossom forest and all the
additional auxiliary data structures. Moreover, we also analyze the time
taken to build on-line the Lsuffix tree of an n_n matrix A. Let |Tp |=
|LTp |+|Trows, p |+|Tcols, p |.
Lemma 9.1. Frontier Expansion and Internal Structure Expansion
correctly transform LTp into LTp+1 and correctly maintain all the auxiliary
data structures. The total time is O(( |Tp+1 |&|Tp |+ p) log2 |Wp | ).
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Proof. The fact that LTp is correctly transformed into LTp+1 follows
from Lemmas 6.6 and 7.2. As for the auxiliary data structures, the blossom
forest of LTp+1 is available, as stated in Lemma 7.4. Trows, p+1 and
Tcols, p+1 are also available, as stated in Lemma 8.5(a). As for the remain-
ing data structures, we have outlined in Subsections 6.3 and 7.2 how they
can be maintained while LTp is transformed in LTp+1 . The time analysis
follows by combining the bounds in Lemmas 6.6, 7.5, and 8.5. K
Theorem 9.1. The total time needed to build on-line the Lsuffix tree for
an n_n matrix A, together with all of its auxiliary data structures, is
O(n2 log2 n).
Proof. The Lsuffix tree for A is obtained as a sequence of trees
LT1 , LT2 , ..., LTn . Since |LT1 |=O(1) and it can be built in constant
time we have, using Lemma 9.1, that the total time needed to obtain the
entire sequence of trees is O(n&1p=1( |Tp+1 |&|Tp |+ p) log
2 |Wp | ). Since
|Wp |n2, for each p, and |Tn |& |T1 |=O(n2), that sum is O(n2 log2 n). K
10. PATTERN MATCHINGCHECKING FOR AN OCCURRENCE
Let PAT[1: m, 1: m] be a pattern matrix. Here we address the problem
of checking whether PAT occurs in Wp .
Once LTp is available, we can solve the stated problem by identifying the
extended locus u of (the Lstring corresponding to) PAT in LTp . The iden-
tification of u is a standard search of a string in a trie. However, care must
be taken in the implementation of this search in LTp . Indeed, the degree
of each node LTp may be as large as O( |Tp | ) and the time of a naive search
procedure depends, among other parameters, on the maximum degree of
each node in LTp . A similar problem has been discussed and solved in
[15]. In that case, some auxiliary data structures are introduced and the
naive search procedure is modified so that, intuitively, the degree of each
node in LTp looks like as if it were bounded by |7|. Here we use exactly
the same ideas as in [15], except that the auxiliary data structures must be
dynamically changed. This is due to the fact that LTp is transformed into
LTp+1 and we need all the auxiliary data structures also for this latter tree.
Therefore, at a high level, the pattern matching procedure and the auxiliary
data structures are as in [15], but the low level implementation details for
the maintenance of the auxiliary data structures are different.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. We first introduce
the auxiliary data structures, then discuss how to check for an occurrence
of PAT in Wp , and finally outline how to dynamically change those data
structures.
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10.1. Auxiliary Data Structures
The auxiliary data structures are ordinary compacted tries KEY(v), for
each internal node v # LTp , storing strings in 7h, for some integer h. We
now define KEY(v).
For a given internal node v # LTp , let w1 , w2 , ..., wc(v) be the list of its
children in LTp . Let (ig , jg , l(v), dg) be the chunk labeling the arc from v
to wg , for 1gc(v). Notice that all those chunks start with distinct
Lcharacters that are of the same length h=2l(v)+1. Moreover, from the
quadruple (ig , jg , l(v), dg), we can infer (in constant time) which subrow
and subcolumn of Wp gives the first Lcharacter of that chunk. Let
string(wg) be the string corresponding to that Lcharacter.
KEY(v) is the compacted trie storing the strings string(wg), for
1gc(v). Since no prefix of string(wg) is prefix of any other string(wg$)
(all arcs leaving v start with a different Lcharacter), there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the leaves of KEY(v) and the child of v. So,
KEY(v) has O(c(v)) leaves and internal nodes. Moreover, the substrings
labeling the arcs of KEY(v) can be represented in constant space by means
of triples of integers, i.e., string(wg)[x: y] is represented by (x, y, g). So,
the size of KEY(v) is O(c(v)) and the total size of those trees is O( |Wp | ).
We also point out that we store edges outgoing each vertex of KEY(v) in
a balanced search tree, sorted according to the first character on their
labels. During a traversal of KEY(v), that allows us to select which edge
‘‘to jump to’’ in O(log |7| ) time. Moreover, KEY(v) is maintained as a
dynamic tree [34].
10.2. Search for the Extended Locus of PAT in LTp
As already stated, the search for the extended locus of PAT in LTp is a
nearly standard search for the extended locus of an Lstring in a compacted
trie defined over 7. Indeed, given that we have reached node v # LTp , we
select the child of v to jump to by using KEY(v) and then we traverse the
edge from v to that child comparing the Lcharacters on that edge with the
corresponding ones in PAT. The entire procedure as well as its time
analysis are exactly as in [15]. For convenience of the reader here we
simply outline how to jump from v to one of its children in LTp and how
to traverse an edge of LTp .
v Jumping in LTp . Assume that, during the search procedure, we
have reached an internal node v # LTp . Assume that l(v)m and that v is
locus of PAT[1 : l(v), 1 : l(v)]. The child of v to jump to is selected as
follows. Let w1 , ..., wc(v) be the children of v. Moreover, let string be the
string obtained by concatenating subrow PAT[l(v)+1, 1 : l(v)] with sub-
column PAT[1 : l(v)+1, l(v)+1]. Such a string is of length 2l(v)+1,
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which is also the length of string(wg), for 1gc(v). The child wg of v that
we need to select must be the one such that string matches string(wg). We
identify that wg by traversing KEY(v) by means of string. That traversal
takes O((l(v)) log |7| ) time because, given the triples labeling the arcs of
KEY(v), we can access each character of the string they encode in constant
time. Moreover, given a character of 7 and a node c # KEY(v), we can
select the arc outgoing c whose label starts with that character in
O(log |7| ) time (recall the definition of KEY(v)). Notice that if no such wg
exists, there is no occurrence of the pattern in Wp .
v Traversing an Edge of LTp . Assume that we have found wg . We
need now to check that the chunk on the arc from v to wg matches the
corresponding chunk of PAT[1 : min(m, l(wg)), 1 : min(m, l(wg))]. That
can be done in O(min(m, l(wg)2&l(v)2)) time through a standard pairwise
character comparison.
We have (see [15]):
Theorem 10.1. Checking whether an m_m matrix PAT occurs in Wp
takes O(m2 log |7| ) time.
10.3. Updating the KEY Data Structures
As discussed in Section 3, when LTp is transformed in LTp+1 , we
generate new internal nodes and new edges. Some of those new edges have
a node of LTp as one of its endpoints while others have a newly generated
node. Those changes affect also the auxiliary data structures KEY. Indeed,
for a newly generated node v # LTp+1 , we have to create KEY(v). On the
other hand, if v is an ‘‘old’’ node, i.e., one that already existed in LTp , then
we have to add to KEY(v) the new strings corresponding to the first
Lcharacter of the label on each of the new edges leaving v.
We first outline the basic step of adding a new string : to an arbitrary
trie KEY and then discuss how it is used to update a particular KEY data
structure. Procedure IS inserts a string : in a generic trie KEY under the
assumption that: (a) we know the string ; in KEY that has the longest
prefix in common with : and the length l of this prefix; (b) we know the
leaf f # KEY that is locus of ;.
Procedure IS (KEY(v), :).
(IS1) Perform expose( f ) to get the path from f to the root of
KEY(v) in a balanced search tree. Then find the closest node w$ # KEY to
the root such that ll(w$).
(IS2) If l=l(w$), create a new leaf in KEY that becomes child of w$
(and which is the locus of : in KEY). The new edge is labeled with
:[l+1, q], where q is the length of :.
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(IS3) If l<l(w$), break the edge ( parent(w$), w$) to create a node w^,
locus of :[1, l]. Then, proceed as in step (IS2) but with w^ playing the role
of w$.
Fact 10.1. Procedure IS takes O(log |KEY(v)| ) time, where |KEY(v)|
is the number of nodes and edges in KEY(v), assuming that: (a) we know the
string ; in KEY that has the longest prefix in common with : and the length
l of this prefix; (b) we know the leaf f # KEY that is locus of ;. K
Proof. Step (IS1) can be performed in O(log |KEY(v)| ) time, since
KEY(v) is represented as a dynamic tree and the appropriate node w$ can
be found by binary search using the balanced search tree representing the
path from f to the root of LTp . The other two steps can be implemented
to take constant time each. K
We can use Procedure IS as follows. Assume that a new edge (v, g) has
just been created during the transformation of LTp in LTp+1 . Recall from
Subsections 6.3 and 7.2 (see for instance, (I3) in Subsection 6.3 and
Remark 7.1 in Subsection 7.2) that when a new edge is created we update
the balanced search tree giving the edges leaving v sorted according to the
first Lcharacter of the chunks labeling them. As soon as the new edge is
inserted into the balanced search tree, we use Procedure IS to insert the
first Lcharacter labeling that edge in KEY(v). We remark, leaving out the
details, that, as a by-product of this insertion, we also have the information
required in input by IS.
Lemma 10.1. The update of the KEY data structures can be performed
without increasing the time taken to transform LTp into LTp+1 .
Proof. Observe that the total number of insertions into the KEY data
structures is bounded by the number of new edges that we generate in LTp
to transform it into LTp+1 . By Fact 10.1, the time for each insertion is
O(log |KEY(v)| )O(log |Wp | ). Therefore, the total time to update the
KEY data structures for LTp+1 is still within the bounds given in
Lemma 9.1.
11. PATTERN MATCHINGFINDING ALL OCCURRENCES
Here we show how to find all occurrences of a matrix PAT in Wp . We
assume that the trees of the blossom forest of LTp have been assembled
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into final clusters. Moreover, for each of those final clusters, we also
assume that chains are represented into balanced search trees (recall
Remark 8.1). To this end, we can use the algorithm outlined in Section 8
for the computation of the clusters of Trows, p . This additional preprocessing
step still takes time within the bounds of Lemma 9.1.
The main steps of the procedure that identifies all occurrences of PAT in
Wp are as follows:
Procedure All-Occurrences.
(AO1) Find the extended locus u of PAT (see Section 10.2). Then,
visit the subtree of LTp rooted at u and mark all leaves in that subtree.
(AO2) For each final cluster C that has a marked node (recall that
the leaves of LTp are nodes of clusters), use Procedure Process-
Clusters to identify occurrences of PAT in Wp that can be charged to
the marked nodes in C.
In order to present Procedure Process-Cluster , we need some
observations about marked nodes and the leaves in a final cluster C. Con-
sider a leaf q # C, which must also be a dummy leaf in LTp . Therefore, it
is associated with a dummy matrix, say Wp, d8. Consider the sth suffix of
Wp, d8. It uniquely identifies position (d+s, s&1) of Wp , when d0), and
position (s&1, &d+s), when d<0. We can identify all occurrences of
PAT in positions of Wp ‘‘centered around diagonal d ’’ by identifying all
suffixes of Wp, d8 that have PAT as prefix. To this end, the following two
facts are useful. We omit their proof and limit ourselves to mention that
they are a direct consequence of how final clusters are assembled.
Fact 11.1. Let v be a marked node on the path from q to the root of C
and let s be the distance of q from v, i.e., the number of nodes from q to v
on that path (including q and v). The sth suffix of Wp, d8 has PAT as prefix
if and only if it is of side length at least m. Moreover, given p, d, s, and m,
we can check for this latter condition in constant time.
Fact 11.2. Let c be the length of the cycle in C. Assume that v is the
node number c$ on the cycle (the root of C is the zeroth node on the cycle)
and assume that it is marked. Let s$ be the distance of q from the root of C.
The sth suffix of Wp, d 8, s=s$+tc+c$, and t0 has PAT as prefix if and
only if it has side length at least m.
Notice that if a marked node v ‘‘flags’’ an occurrence of PAT for
s0=s$+c$, then we have a sequence of occurrences at suffixes st=
s$+tc+c$ until we find a suffix that has side length less than m. We now
give an outline of Procedure Process-Cluster .
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Procedure Process-Cluster(C).
(PC1) Identify all leaves of C that descend from marked nodes and
compute the cycle length of C. For each leaf q so identified perform the
following two steps.
(PC2) Process all marked nodes on the path from q to the root of C
in order of increasing distance from q. For each such a node, use Fact 11.1
to find the appropriate occurrences of PAT in Wp .
(PC3) For each marked node on the cycle, compute its number in
the cycle and then use Fact 11.2 to identify the appropriate occurrences of
PAT in Wp .
Lemma 11.1. The total time taken by all calls to Procedure Process-
Cluster is O(occ log p), where occ is the number of occurrences of PAT
in Wp .
Proof. Fix a cluster C that has marked nodes in it. Fix a leaf q in C and
assume that the leaf q is locus of the dummy matrix Wp, d8. Notice that, for
each marked node satisfying Facts 11.111.2, a distinct suffix of Wp, d 8 is
reported as an occurrence of PAT in Wp . Therefore, the number of leaves
q identified in step (PC1) is bounded by the number of occurrences of PAT
in Wp that can be charged to C. Let occC be that number.
Now, since we know the marked nodes in C and the chains in C are
represented by balanced search trees, we can perform step (PC1) in
O(occC log p) time. Indeed, all we need to do is visit the subtrees of C that
have roots at the ‘‘lowest’’ marked nodes in C. We do not need to traverse
chains node-by-node because we can jump from end-to-end in a chain
(they are stored into balanced search trees).
Let r be the number of marked nodes on the path from q to the root of
C. It is a standard exercise to identify those nodes in O(r log r) time. Since
each of those nodes gives a distinct occurrence of PAT in Wp , the time that
can be charged to step (PC2) during the execution of Procedure Process-
Cluster(C) is again bounded by O(occC log p). Similar arguments hold
for step (PC3). Taking the sum of those times over all clusters involved, we
obtain the claimed bound.
Theorem 11.1. Finding all occ occurrences of PAT in Wp takes
O(m2 log |7|+occ log p) time.
Proof. By Theorem 10.1, we can check whether PAT occurs in Wp in
O(m2 log |7| ) time. That also gives us the extended locus u of PAT in LTp .
The number of leaves in the subtree of LTp rooted at u is bounded by occ,
the number of occurrences of PAT in Wp . Therefore, step (AO1) of Proce-
dure All-Occurrences takes O(m2 log |7|+occ) time. Using the time
bound in Lemma 11.1 for step (AO2), the theorem follows. K
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12. DATA COMPRESSIONSLIDING THE WINDOW
In this section we describe the data structures and the algorithms needed
to dynamically maintain the information represented by the window
described in Subsection 1.2 while it sweeps matrix A. Recall from that sec-
tion that those data structures must support the query Match also
described there and that we will discuss in Section 13.
Recall from Subsection 1.2 that Fh( p) is the ‘‘L-shaped’’ window that
starts in row and column p and ends in row and column p+h&1 of the
n_n matrix A. For d # Dh( p) , let Fh( p), d be the suffix of Wh( p), d of longest
side length that is fully within Fh( p) . Notice that Fh( p), d is for Fh( p)
analogous to Wh( p), d for Wh( p) . Let LFh( p) be the Lsuffix tree for window
Fh( p) . It represents all suffixes of matrices Fh( p), d8, |d |<h( p). Moreover, let
Trows, h( p) (Tcols, h( p) , resp.) denote the suffix tree for the rows (columns,
resp.) of Fh( p) . The main data structures that we use to represent the infor-
mation in the window Fh( p) are LFh( p) , Trows, h( p) , and Tcols, h( p) . The first
one represents all square submatrices in the window while the other two
are needed for a fast implementation of the query Match. We refer to those
data structures as the trees for the window Fh( p) . At a high level, the algo-
rithm sliding the window over the matrix A is as follows:
Procedure Slide-Window.
(SW1) Initialize
(SW2) For p=h to n&h+1 do: Advance
Procedure Initialize builds the trees for Fh(1) , while Procedure
Advance must transform the trees for Fh( p) into the ones for Fh( p+1) . We
anticipate that this involves insertion and deletion of nodes and edges from
the trees for Fh( p) .
Lemma 2.1. Procedure Initialize can be implemented to take
O(h2 log2 h) time.
Proof. Since Fh(1) is an h_h matrix, the trees for this window can be
built in O(h2 log2 h) time, as stated by Theorem 9.1. K
Remark 12.1. Before we go on to describe Procedure Advance, one
technical detail is worth mentioning. Fix a window Fh( p) . For the chunks
labeling the edges of LFh( p) , we use an encoding analogous to the one
described in Section 3 for LTp , except that now the encoding is expressed
in terms of rows and columns within the window Fh( p) . Since the window
slides over A and we delete nodes and edges from LFh( p) , some of those
labels may become outdated, i.e., they are no longer valid. This is the same
type of problem addressed by Ferragina, Grossi, and Montangero for
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dynamic maintenance of suffix trees for strings [11]. They give a real-time
algorithm for maintaining consistent the arc labels in a suffix tree under
string insertion and deletion. In order to keep the labels of LFh( p) consis-
tent, for hh( p)n, we use their technique. The same type of reasoning
applies to the other two trees of Fh( p) . We will implicitly assume that the
appropriate labels are maintained and we will not mention the costs of
those operations in our time analysis.
12.1. Procedure AdvanceOutline
Fix a window Fh( p) and assume that the trees for that window are
available. Procedure Advance must transform those trees into the ones for
Fh( p+1) . This task is best described by dividing it into two subtasks. For
that reason, we introduce an ‘‘intermediate’’ window and ‘‘intermediate’’
trees for that window.
Let F $h( p) be Fh( p) , with the addition of the subrow and subcolumn just
outside of it. Let F $h( p), d be defined for F $h( p) as Fh( p), d is defined for Fh( p) ,
except that d # Dh( p+1) . Finally, LF $h( p) is the Lsuffix tree representing all
suffixes of F $h( p), d8, d # Dh( p+1) . T $rows, h( p) and T $cols, h( p) are defined as
Trows, h( p) and Tcols, h( p) but for F $h( p) , respectively. We refer to those trees as
the trees for F $h( p) .
Procedure Advance.
(Ad1) Transform the trees for Fh( p) into the ones for F $h( p) .
(Ad2) Transform the trees for F $h( p) into the ones for Fh( p+1) .
Let |Th( p) | be the sum of the sizes, i.e., nodes and edges, of the trees for
window Fh( p) . Let |T $h( p) | be analogously defined for the intermediate
window.
Lemma 12.2. Step (Ad1) can be performed in O(( |T $h( p) |&|Th( p) |+ p)
log2 |Fh( p) | ) time.
Proof. The transformation of the trees for Fh( p) in the corresponding
trees for F $h( p) can be carried out using the techniques described in
Sections 38 for the transformation of LTp in LTp+1 and the maintenance
of the associated data structures. However, the time bound in Lemma 9.1
now becomes the one stated in the lemma. K
The next subsection gives details for the implementation of step (Ad2).
12.2. Procedure AdvanceStep (Ad2)
Step (Ad2) consists of transforming the trees for F $h( p) into the ones for
Fh( p+1) . We discuss only the transformation of LF $h( p) into LFh( p+1) since
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the transformation of the other two trees can be obtained using essentially
the same ideas.
v Changes in the Structure of LF $h( p) . Notice that Fh( p+1) is obtained
from F $h( p) by deleting all matrices F $h( p), d for |d |n&1. Correspondingly,
all those matrices must be deleted from LF $h( p) , possibly causing changes in
LF $h( p) . Indeed, consider a matrix F $h( p), d $ that must be removed. Since it is
of side length h+1 and, with the exception of dummy matrices, no other
matrix represented in LF $h( p) is of longer side length, we must have that
F $h( p), d $ has locus at a leaf f # LF $h( p) . By the same arguments, all other
matrices in CLASS[ f ] need to be removed. That fact may imply the
removal of f from LF $h( p) . However, we need to establish when we can
actually remove f (indeed, there may be a matrix Z, ‘‘ending’’ on the edge
( parent( f ), f ) that is also deleted, while we need to keep that matrix). The
following two lemmas allow us to establish when we can actually remove f.
Lemma 12.3. Consider the edge (v, f ) # LF $h( p) and assume there is no
internal suffix link ‘‘ending’’ on that edge. Then, by removing the leaf f, we
do not remove any suffix M$ of any matrix Fh( p+1), d , d # Dh( p+1) .
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Let M$ be the matrix of longest
side length, suffix of some Fh( p+1), d $ , d $ # Dh( p+1) , such that this matrix is
represented in LFh( p) and, when f is removed, it is removed from that tree.
Notice that M$ has side length at most h. Therefore, f is its extended locus
but it cannot be its locus. Moreover, since Fh( p+1), d $ is suffix of F $h( p), d $ , we
have that M$ is suffix of F $h( p), d $ . We have two cases.
Case M$=F $h( p), d $ . But then the dummy leaf associated to F $h( p), d $8 has
a suffix link ‘‘pointing to M$’’ and there would be an internal suffix link
‘‘ending’’ on the edge (v, f ) of LF $h( p) . A contradiction.
Case M$ Is a Proper Suffix of LF $h( p), d $ . Then, there exists a matrix M
that is suffix of LF $h( p), d $ and that has M$ as second suffix. M cannot have
locus at a leaf of LF $h( p) or there would be an internal suffix link ‘‘ending’’
on the edge (v, f ) of LF $h( p) . So, M has extended locus in a node w. Let M
be any matrix associated with a leaf in the subtree of LF $h( p) rooted at w.
M will be suffix of some F $h( p), d . Notice that M is proper prefix of M . This
fact implies that the second suffix Z of M has M$ as proper prefix. There-
fore, its extended locus must also be f. Notice that f cannot be its locus
because the side length of Z is at most h. Since Fh( p+1), d is suffix of
LF $h( p), d , Z is a suffix of longer side length than M$ satisfying the same
assumptions, a contradiction. K
Lemma 12.4. Consider the edge (v, f ) # LF $h( p) and assume there is an
internal suffix link ‘‘ending’’ on that edge. Let g be the leaf of LF $h( p) where
the ‘‘deepest’’ such suffix link originates and let Z be the second suffix of
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M(g). Z is suffix of some Fh( p+1), d $ , d $ # Dh( p+1) . Moreover, there is no
suffix of any matrix Fh( p+1), d , d # Dh( p+1) , having side length longer than
that of Z and that has f as extended locus.
Proof. When g= f, the lemma is obvious because Z is of side length h,
which is also the maximum side length of any matrix Fp+1, d . For the case
f{ g, the proof is analogous to the one of Lemma=12.3. K
v Implementation of Step (Ad2). The main point in the implementa-
tion of Step (Ad2) is how to process a leaf f such that CLASS[ f ] contains
only matrices that need to be removed. Using Lemmas 12.3 and 12.4, the
following procedure performs that task.
Procedure Delete( f ).
(1) Let v be the parent of f in LF $h( p) . Assume that the conditions of
Lemma 12.3 are satisfied. We delete f. Moreover, all dummy leaves with
suffix links pointing to f have their suffix links reset to the node pointed to
by the suffix link of f. If v has only one child f $ left, v is eliminated and the
edges ( parent(v), v), (v, f $) are combined into ( parent(v), f $).
(2) Assume that the conditions of Lemma 12.3 are not satisfied.
Then, Lemma 12.4 implies that we can keep f as the locus of Z in LFh( p+1) .
Let f $ be the leaf it points to in LF $h( p) . The dummy leaves that have suffix
links pointing to f in LFh( p) must have a new suffix link pointing to f $ in
LFh( p+1) . The extended locus of the second suffix of Z is on the path from
the root of LF $h( p) to f $. (It can be found using Procedure Exlocus pre-
sented in Section 7.1). The new suffix link of f will point to that node.
Lemma 12.5. Step (Ad2) can be implemented to take O(( |Th( p+1) |&
|T $h( p) |+ p) log2 |Fh( p) | ) time.
Proof. All leaves that are candidates to be removed from LF $h( p) can be
identified in O( p) time by means of the dummy leaves associated to the
F $h( p), d ’s, |d |p&1. Moreover, for each of those leaves we can check in
constant time whether either the conditions of Lemma 12.3 or 12.4 are
satisfied. Indeed, for each internal suffix link ending on an edge, we need
to mark that edge. Details on how to maintain those marks are left to the
reader.
Next we observe that, apart from logarithmic factors, each call to
Delete( f ) takes time proportional to the number of nodes deleted from
LF $h( p) during that call plus the number of matrices in CLASS[ f ] (that
must all be removed). One can easily show that analogous bounds hold
for the transformation of T $rows, h( p) and T $cols, h( p) into Trows, h( p+1) and
Tcols, h( p+1) . Therefore, the transformation of the trees for F $h( p) into the
ones for Fh( p+1) takes O(( |T $h( p) |&|Th( p+1) | ) log2 |F $h( p) | ) time. Finally, we
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obtain the bound stated in the lemma by using the fact that |T $h( p) |
|Th( p+1) |+cp, for some constant c. K
12.3. Sliding the WindowTime Analysis
Theorem 12.1. Procedure Slide-Window takes O(n2 log n2) time.
Proof. By Lemma 12.1, Procedure Initialize takes O(h2 log2 h)
time. For a window Fh( p) , we add the bound in Lemma 12.2 with the one
in Lemma 12.5 to obtain that Procedure Advance takes O(( |Th( p+1) |&
|Th( p) |+ p) log2 |Fh( p) | ) time. Summing those bounds over all window
movements, we obtain the claimed time bound. K
13. DATA COMPRESSIONMatch(Fh( p))
Assume that when the window is in row h( p) of A, we have ‘‘seen’’ the
matrix A up to row h( p+h), i.e., Wh( p+h) is available. Moreover, assume
that Trows, h( p+h) and Tcols, h( p+h) are available. We point out that, while the
window slides over A, we will maintain those two trees rather than
Trows, h( p) and Tcols, h( p) without altering the time bound in Theorem 12.1. In
order to simplify the description of Match(Fh( p)) we assume that
h( p+h)n. Now, fix a d # Dh( p+1) and consider the matrix B, suffix of
height h of Wh( p+h), d . The longest prefix that B has in common with sub-
matrices of Fh( p) can be found using a standard visit of LFh( p) . However,
in order to compare Lcharacters from prefixes of B with Lcharacters from
submatrices of Fh( p) , we use Trows, h( p+h) , Tcols, h( p+h) and the techniques of
Section 8. The time bound to find the desired prefix (say, of height h$) is
O(h$ log2 n). Those observations justify the following:
Theorem 13.1. The query Match(Fh( p)) can be implemented to take
O(S log2 n) time, where S is the total area covered by the matrices in
Match(Fh( p)).
14. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
We have shown how to build the Lsuffix tree of a matrix on-line and we
have applied our techniques to two-dimensional pattern matching and to
the support of primitive operations for LZ1-type image compression
methods. An interesting open problem is to reduce the time complexity of
our on-line algorithm.
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